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Battle has only begun 
Indust:rialist Slain in hijack revenge 
MULHOUSE, France shortly a f ter  a man, 
(CP) - -The body of West spanking in German, told a 
German industr ial is~ .left-wing French newspaper •
Harms-Martin Sehieyer, the that "the existence of Mr. 
throat slashed, was found in Harms-Martin Schleyer has 
a parked car here Wed. been ended." 
uesday night and his abduc- " The informer, who did not 
tors threatened that ',the disclose his name, said he 
battle has only begun." was a member of the 
solves at the maximum- window frame of her cell other co'leader, Ulrike Lufthansa jetliner at CALLED SUICIDE 
Mogadishu, Somalia, by a West German authorities security Stammheim jail in with the elctric cord from Meinhof, was fourth anged 
West German commando said Tuesday that the three Stuttgart earlier that day. her record player, in her ceil last year. 
terrorists--Andreas All three had been team early Tuesday and They said Baader and "We wiil never forget the 
with the suicides of three Baader, his mistress Raspe had been hot in the memehers of the Baader- 
jafled West German Gudrun Ensalin and JanCarl head and that Mrs. Ensslln Meinhof of extremee l ftist blood spilled by West Ger 
terrorist leaders. Raspe--had killed them- had hanged herself from a terrorist organization whose Chancellor Helmut Sehmldt 
• and the imeriallsts who 
route to Franckfurt from 
Majorca, Spain. 
The hijackers issued 
demands sunUar to those of 
the kidanppers: a $15 
million ransom and freedom 
. . . . . .  - . . . . . . .  support him," the message fromll "Comrades" 
Schleyer, 62, was ab-S iegf r ied  Hausner Com. f ~ _ e ~ ~  , _  ~ [  t f i  m e r f i l d t  telephones to tlW including the three who f ~ later committed suicide- dueted Sept. 5 in Cologne, mando of the Red Army WEATHER newspaper, Liberaltion, from West German and 
| A Pacific disturbance [ said. 
West Germany, in an am- Faction which earlier had [ moving inland will bring [ The Lufthansa plane was Turksh Jails. 
andbUShthree in whiChbodyguardshiS ch uffeur,,ere Schleyer.ackn°wledged abducting [1 cloudyWarmer ski stemperaturestoday ~ bUtth [ hijacked last Thursday by Themessage said 
Mlled. He wns the president the message said | ra'm by noon. Today'sh h, [ four  Arab-speak ing  Schleyer had been killed 
of West Germany's in- Schleyer's death "com- terrorists acting in apparent after 43 days captivity, 
fluentiaiEmployers'Feder- mensurates with our sorrow . . . , | 8 degrees, low tonigh 4 | concert with Schleyer's indicating that he was 
ation, and our anger" at the Serving Terrace, g , t imat ,  the Hazeltons, Stewart and the Nass ~egrecs.  J kidnappers. The plane was murdered Tuesday-the day 
His body was found successful liberation of 86 commandeered over the the commandos stormed th 





PRINCE RUPERT, B.C. 
CP- Pollution charges laid 
against Canadian cellulose 
CO. Ltd. in connection with a 
spill March 11 of almost 400,000 gallons of caustic 
liquid at a nearby company 
I~P mill have been 
disinissed in provincial 
court. 
The company was 
charged with two counts of 
awfully depositing a 
deleterious ubstance into 
water fr.~uented by fish. 
Judge J.S. Romilly ruled 
Tuesday that he was not 
satisfied that substance that 
entered the/water  was 
harmful, since it had mixed 
withother effluent in the 
mill's drainage system. 
Charges were laid after a 
rupture developed ina tank 
filled withwesk black liquor, 
used in the treatment of 
pal. up. 
Evidence showed that up 
to 390,00 gallons of the liquor 
leaked out, but Cancel 
recovered some ofit. 
Test to demonstrate he 
toxicity of black liquor on 
marine lifo used samples of 
black liquor fromthe tank, 
but not samples for the point 
where the liquor enetered 





STEWART, B.C. (CP) -- 
Up to 150 miners could he off 
work as long as two weeks 
after a railway derailment 
Tuesday inside the Grandue 
Mining Ltd. copper mine 48 
]diometres north of here, a 
company spokesman said 
Wednesday 
RalphMat/son, company 
vice-president, said in Van- 
couver that there were no 
injuries when a locomotive 
and five ears left the track 
on a tunnel inside the mine, 
tearing up 400 feet of track. 
Matteon the derailment 
!i:/i:" 
:i~ 
So it,s nutrition week. So what. No matter what's good for me I'm not.. 
giving up my gam machines. 
Many snacks are good fc r you 
I BY JULLIETTEPROOM jam z:t.biitai~ • unnecessary 
HERALD STAFF WRITER sugar while tea and coffee 
stain teeth and h@ve no 
[ Snacking isn't bad for you nutritional value. 
[ as' long as you do it right The best hing to buy at a 
[ according to Ann Polluek, movie, according to Pollock, 
[ dietician at Milles Memorial is popcorn without much 
Hospital, helping to promote butter on it. If you want to 
eatin~ awareness during bring something from home, 
nutrition week, Oct 17 to 23. eat a piece of fruit or some 
.n .o  ,o be Hard going in soft coming ooo .  nutritionally adeguate," 
Pollock. "The best way to ' ' Mter a'movie or spo ng 
choose a good snack is to HERALD STAFF in Africa, but are common said Pollock. "However, if event, it's perfectly ae- 
rick a food from one of the Food that's "Hard going here. One reason Dr. youstart a high fibre diet all ceptalhe, from a 
[our food groups." in and soft" coming out" is Burkett found for the dif- of a sudden you may have nutritionists point of view, to 
better for ~'our body than ference was diet-Africans trouble with gas. It's best o go out for a hambuger. It 
These four food groups, as food that shdes easily down eat more plant food, con- start gradually." contains meat, cereal and a 
set out by the revised your throat and stays in taingfibro, than we do. vegetable its made with 
Canada food gnide, are mile your stomach sccording to Fibre is commonly called 
and milk products, meat Ann Pollock, dietician at roughage and aids Is ther any worry about lettucehave a ndmllkshaketomato.as Ifwell,y°u 
andaltematives, breadand Mills Memorial Hospital. digsstion. The best source is reverse problems with a you've touched on ,.very one 
cereals plus fruits and The rule of thumb was bran or other whole" grain high fibre diet? Pollock of the food groups. 
vegetables, coined by Dr. Dennis cereals.. Raw vegetables doesn't think so. "In fact," 
But warned Pollock, Burkitt, and English doctor and fruit contain fibre. So she said," bran should he "Even take-ant chicken is 
"snacks which are good who has done extensive do potato peels, used for diarrhea. It ab- all right, if you have a salad 
nutritionally are not always studies on diet. . ."Laxative really sorbs a lot of water in the with it," said Pollock. 
good for your teeth. For  Gallsontes, heart disease shouldn't be neeessa~., if a intestines and makes it "There's a lot of meat in a, 
example, mflkshake, which and varicose veins are rare diet is high enough in flbro." easier on the bowels." piece of chicken." 
• isgoo~choice i!Utriti0nally, :~ Foa~ourablb*: to ~ botIi" d~i~tists. Thereverseis true 
makes a dentist cringe dentists and nutritionists of french fries and popcorn- 
because of the high sugar are mild, chees, raw dentists reommend these 
content, vegetables, plain whole snacks but nutritionists 
A ~roup Of dentists in grain muffins and nuts. would rather eliminate from 
Ontario got together with a Milkshakes, milk pud- menus. 
group of dieticians and dings and raisins .high Both dentists and 
camp up with a list of amoungnatritionistsbutare ,nutritionists dislike pap, tea, 
snacks, low in esteem amoung coffe and jams. Pop and 
So what?- Quebec 
Nation-wide unity vote planned 
OTTAWA (CP) -- The 
federal government is 
working on a new law that 
would enable it to hold a 
national referendum on 
Quebec separation from 
Canada, Prime Minister 
Trudean announced Wed- 
nesday,. 
W ~TTTo- -  Dunng Commons debate, 
' Trudeau gave no details of 
the proposed legislation and 
his remarks were first in- 
harder nouneement that a national 
OTTAWA (CP) --Pr ime referendum will be' held. 
HoWever, Paul Tellier, 
Minister Trudeau says the Trudeau's main advisor on 
economy will n.,'t improve national unity, quickly 
until Canadians begin to clarified the announcement, 
work harder and factories saying the government 
become more productive, seeks "the statutory 
And to give some of the authority to hold a referen- 
900,-000 unemployed a dam if it decides to have 
chance to follow his advice, one." 
Trudeau announced Wed- 
has halted mining and 
milling operations and the 
• number of employees laid 
off will depend on how many 
are needed in' the repairs. 
He said it was the first 
on separation in' Quebe~ 
only. 
IN THRONE DEBATE 
Trudeau was speaking 
during debate on the 
Tuesday's throne speech, 
outlining government plans 
for the new session of 
Parliament opened by the 
Queen. 
Trudeau said the entire 
country wants a say in any 
referendum and will not 
accept arguments to the 
contrary. 
"That's why We'll be 
presenting a law on a 
national referendum," he 
said. 
Among the questions that 
would he at stake in the new 
legislation, Tellier said, is 
whether the government 
should have the right t o this 
one, isolated referendum or 
the right to call a referen- 
dum at any time on any 
issue. 
Other issues would 'be the 
timing of the national 
referendum--before  after 
the Quebec vote on in- 
dependence--and who 
would control fund-raising 
for campaigns in favor of or 
against separation. 
The wording of the 
question or questions in the 
referendum would have to 
be decided also. 
Tellier, who heads the 
unity group in the office of 
federalprovinctal relations, 
said both his office and the 
department of justice are 
designing the new law. He 
had no idea when it would he 
introduced in Parliament. 
Labor bill to affect 100,000 
The government currently 
.does not have the power to 
hold a referendum. 
Tellier said the process 
leading up to a national 
referendum' would be 
"similar to the one in 
Quebec." 
The Quebec government 
has issued a discussion 
~aPer aimed at forming the 
sis of provincial 
legislation that would en- 
able it to hold a referendum 
VICTORIA (CP) -- Labor 
Minister Allan William~ 
~esonted a bill in the 
tish Columbia legislature 
Wednesday which would 
give the provincial govern- 
ment the power to suspend 
any strike or lockout in the 
public sector which poses 
"an immediate and sub- 
stantial threat to the 
economy and welfare" of 
the province and its citizens. 
Williams said the 
government already has the 
authority, under section 73 
of the Labor Code, to 
suspend the right to strike 
where it can be shown that 
such a strike would create 
an immediate threat o life, 
health or safety. 
On Monday; Premier Bill its Crown corporations, and 
Bennett ordered a recall of those provided municipally 
the legislature to deal wi',h by firemen,policemen a d 
the bill, the Essential hesl~itai and health care 
Services Disputes Act. workers. 
The labor minister told a It has been estimated 
news conference Wed- about 100,0o0 peoEle will he 
nesday that the act is affected by the bill. 
designed to give the 
government the "authority NO INTERFERENCE 
to assist public sector Williams said that con- 
employees and employers to trarY to speculation "we are 
resolve their labor disputes ,not interfering with the 
while ensuring that the Labor Relations Board." 
public interest will not he  However, under the bill, 
harmed by work stop- the cabinet would have the 
PaHges.,, authority to order the LRB 
e said the object of the to file with the Supreme 
bill is to prevent strikes and Cotlrt a copy of every order 
lockouts in essential ser- it has made in a given 
vices provided by the dispute, thereby invoking 
. provincial government and the penalties of the Labor 
Code for any disobedience of
its orders. 
"I wish to emphasize that 
this (bill) will not affect he 
private sector," Williams 
said, "this legislation does 
not take away the right to 
strike. It  preserves it...but 
makes a bold and ambitious 
attempt to diminish the 
conflicts and cool the 
. passions that lead to strikes 
and lockouts." 
In the event of a dispute 
involving services con- 
sidered essential, the bill 
would also give the cabinet 
the Power to 
impose a 90-day cooling- 
off period. It could also tack 
Youth shot 
M~ 15~:~o~d?os~]~lYfo~is in ih~t c°ni~tii°(ne ~ t' " p' ing ing" " n 
Tuesday evening. 
Clayton Bennett was admitted to hospital at about 6 
~.st.Tuesday with a gunshot wound in the upper 
Bennett has been operated on, but remains in 
serious condition. 
Terrace RCMP have released no further in- 




MONTREAL (CP) -- An 
RCMP officer said Wed- 
nesday that documents 
stolen by police in an illegal 
break-in at a leftwing news 
agency were taken to RCMP 
headquarters in Ottawa 
after the October, 1972, raid. 
Cpl. Guy Bonsant said he 
transported the documents 
to Ottawa long with former 
RCMP constable Robert 
Samson, one of the officers 
who took port in the break- 
in. 
Bonsant said the 
documents were left at the 
anti-terrorist section of the 
RCMP,a main headquarters 
building;~alnng with a box 
which he believed to contain 
microfilm of the papers. 
He was testifying before a 
Quebec commission of 
inquiry into.the break-in 
which was carried out by 
anti-terrorist officers from 
three police forces at the 
office of the Agsnce do 
Presse Libre Du quebec. 
:He was the first of a series 
of RCMP officers, including 
Sam,son, scheduled to be 
heard in the next few weeks. 
Bonsant said that 
although e was the RCMP 
officer responsible for 
surveyin~ the Agenee De 
Presse Libre, he was never 
involved in the planning of 
the raid.. 
He said khe became in- 
volved in the afternoon of 
Oct. 6 , hours before the 
break-in was carried out, 
when RCMP Sgt. Claude 
Brodeur told him to man an 
electronic bug planted by 
the RCMP in the news 
agency's telephone. His only 
~ob was to inform officers 
revolved in the raid whether 
antoine was in the office. 
en Bordeur testified, 
however, he said he could 
not remember telling 
Bonsant to man the elec- 
tronic listening device, 
which was kept in the RCM- 
P's Mondteal headquarters ~ 
building. 
He also denied testimony 
from previous police wit- 
nesses that he had attended 
a number of organizational 
meetings with Quebec 
provincial police " and 
Montreal police to plan the 
.break-in. 
Several witnesses from 
the two Quebec forces, and a 
Montreal police doucment 
prepared at the time, 
mentioned Brodeur as being 
pocresent a two meetings, on 
t. 4, 1972, and Sept. 29, 
1972. 
But under close 
questioning from com- 
mission lawyer Guy Decary, 
Brodeur would not hack 
down from his statement 
that he had only attended a 
joint meeting on Oct. 6, the 
day of the raid. 
He insisted that he was 
assigned to take part in the. 
raid on the same day or the 
day before. His only job was 
to ensure the security of 
Samson, the only RCMP 
member who took port in 
the break-in, he said. 
on a further 14 days to the" Samson, who first 
strikelockout ban police ~ ,revealed 
sibility for the break-in 
during his trial on an 
unrelated charge in March, 
1976, is serving a seven-yesr 
prison term after being 
convicted of planting a 





(Fi~AWA (CP) -  
position MPs attacked 
Solicitor-General Francis 
Fox Wednesday for what 
they called excessive use of 
his powers to keep police in- 
formation secret. 
Progressive Conservative 
sad New Democratic Party 
MPs focused on information 
under dispute in Alberta and 
Quebec commiss ions  
inquiring into alleg..ed illegal 
or improper ponce ac- 
tivities. 
Gad Baldwin (PC--Peace 
River) demanded that Fox 
appear before a Commons 
committee to jastify "undue 
use of power under the 
Federal Courts Act." 
Under this act, the 
solicitorgeneral's depart- 
ment has the power to keep 
RCMP information secret 
on grounds of national 
security. 
In the Quebec inquiry into 
the illegal 197'2 police break- 





oI"rAWA (CP) -- Tht 
New Democratic Party 
wants the federal royal 
commission i to the RCMP 
w investigate news reports 
that the police force keeps 
files on up to 90 MPs. 
Justice critic Stu Leggatt 
(New Westminster) said 
Wednesday he has asked 
Solicitsr-General Francis 
Fox by letter to direct the 
commission to determi 
whether the news reports 
are true. 
Leggatt referred to 
reports indicating "that the 
RCMP keeps and regularly 
refers to fries on MPs who 
are in the news or who have 
lodged a complaint against 
the force." 
He plans later to ask that 
the commission investigate 
"allegations that some MPs 
have had their offices and 
telephones bugged." 
A spokesman for Fox said 
• the minister has already 
said the commission would 
definitely investigate the 
reports if anyone raises it 
during the hearings which 
began Tuesday in Montreal. 
the inquiry is headed by 
respon- C0nt Page8 
major derailment since the 
mine went into operation in 
1969. 
Stewart is 870.kriometres 
northwest of Vancouver 
' '  m 
nesday-the federal govern- 
ment will invest an addi- 
tional $150 million in job- 
creation projects. 
The nature of the jobs was 
not specified, 
Trudeau was speaking in 
the Commons, his first 
address following the throne 
speech Tuesday opening a 
new session of Parliament. 
Much of his address centred 
on unemployment, inflation 
and a devalued ollar. 
[] 
t ° 
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What's HappeningS. 
Today: Members of the B.C. Teachers district 
association are having their general meeting at 7:30 
p.m. in the Skeena Room of the Terrace no,el. 
Leona Pedosuk, of the B.C. Foster Parents 
Association, will speak on the child welfare policy at 
Skeena Health Unit at 8 p.m. Everyone is invited to 
attend. 
dday: through Sunday, the Terrace Curling Rink 
oats an open mixed fun bonspiel. For more in- 
formation call .Per Helverson at 635-2118. 
Saturday: The Terrace Reds meet the Burns Lake 
Braves at the Terrace Arena at 8:30 p.m. 
• Denis McCallum and Grace Morris will officially 
Ol~.n their expedition of batiks and pottery at the 
Library Arts Room at 8 p.m. Coffee will be served and 
everyone is welcome. Picture loans will also be of- 
fered that night . . . . .  
The Terrace concert Association is having its zirst 
concert, featuring the Arete Mime Theatre at the 
R.E.M. Lee Theatre at 8:15 p.m. 
A pumpkin carving workshop will be held for 
child/'en up to 14 at the Northwest National Exhibition 
Centre, Hazelton, from I0 a.m. to I p.m. Bring old 
clothes and 25 cents. 
Sunday: Making Ground, a special showing of land- 
scape paintings will open at the Northwest National 
Exhibition Centre, Hazelton, from 7p.m. to 9 p.m. 
Admission is free and David MacWilliam from the 
Vancouver Art Gallery will talk about the works. 
Included in the 26 pieces to be shown from Sunday 
until November 18 are works by Emily Car and group- 
of-seven artist Lawren Harris. 
Tuesday: The Northwest National Exhibition Centre 
will show Who's Afraid of Virginia Woolf? with 
Richard Burton and Elizabeth Taylor. 
Thursday: The Terrace Pipes and Drums Society will 
be having its annual general meeting at 7 p.m. in 
Cossie Hall Elementary School. All members are 
urged to attend for election of officers. 
Wednesday: The Community Services Centre is 
lining its general membeTship meeting at 8 p.m. in 
the Caledonia Senior Secondary school lecture 
theatre. 
The delicate ways of fish explained 
LILLOOET, B.C. (CP) -- 
Indians told the West Coast 
oil ports inquiry Tuesday 
that white man's 
developments onthe Fraser 
River have steadily 
degraded water quality and 
thereby have harmed the 
salmon on which the natives 
depend. 
"Nature created enough 
obstacles for fish in the 
Fraser without man in his 
wisdom creating more," 
said Saul Terry, chief of the 
Bridge River band, about 10 
kilometres north of here. 
"The ways of the fish are 
very delicate." 
Cash for babies 
ad gets feedback 
VICTORIA (CP) - -  The 
man responsible for a 
newspaper advertisement 
offenng cash for babies ays 
his group has received "a lot 
of positive feedback." 
Dr. Phillip Ney said he 
and other concerned citizens 
placed the ad  in a local 
we dy newspaper earlier 
`hi-, week in order to do 
something tostem the rising 
tide of abortions. 
The ad offers to pay cash 
for unwanted fetuses 
scheduled for induced 
abortions. 
Ney said Tuesday that if 
the mother has the right to 
abort her child, she h~s the 
rig] , to sell it. 
explained that "once 
the bab~, is born. it's no 
lonl .=r ours, ana, hopefully, 
the nother will keep it." 
Ney emphasized there 
were no po!itical motives 
behind the ad and said that 
besides receiving positive 
reaction from the ad, there 
ICBC head dies of h ea attack 
VANCOUVER (CP) - -  
Norman Bortnick, executive 
vicepresident and general 
manager of the Insurance 
Corporation of British 
Columbia, died of a massive" 
heart attack in London, 
England Wednesday while 
on corporation business. 
An ICBC spokesman said 
here that Bortnick, 52, was 
found dead in his hotel room 
about 10 a.m. PDT. 
Bortnick was in London 
with Dr. Pat McGeer, the 
cabinet minister responsible 
~uwtnments as well as the 
motoring public with un- 
selfishness and loyalty. 
"He was a seven-day-a- 
week corporate executive 
who ne~/er spared himself," 
said McGeer, adding that 
his accomplishments will be 
"looked back on with ad- 
miration for a long time to 
come." 
Ralph Gillen, vice- 
chairman ofICBC's board of 
directors, will assume in- 
terim managerial 
responsibilities. 
for the provincial Crown 
corporation, for annual 
negotiations with inter- 
national underwriters. 
Dr. McGeer said in a 
statement from London that 
the delegation was "com- 
pletely shocked by the 
sudden and unexpected 
passing of a loyal servant to 
the l?eople o f  British Co- 
luminia." 
The minister said that 
Bortnick had helped to build 
the corporation from 
scratch and had served two 
Man qualified l oi' aid 
though wife is earning 
maximum income assist- 
ance rate for a family of 
two. 
A written decision from 
the tribunal says that Krebs 
and Trampf contributed 
equally to rent, grocery and 
other costs. 
Trumpf earns $628 a 
month, netting about $500, 
the tribunal was told. 
Krebs was completing 
Grade 12, under a federal 
program that paid him $79 a 
week, when he became ill 
and had to drop out, the 
tribunal was told. Krebs was 
told he could get back into 
the program Oct. 24 and he 
applied for income as- 
sistance Sept. 19. 
The tribunal found that 
Krebs was not financiail: 
dependent on Trampf am 
ruled that he should be paiq 
VANCOUVER (CP)--A 
threewoman ppeal tribunal 
set up under the Guaranteed 
Available Income for Need 
Act has ruled'that a welfare 
recipient may live with an 
income-earner in an extra- 
marital relationship and 
still collect social assist- 
ance. 
But the tribunal said in a 
decision released this week 
that in order to qualify, the 
potential reciplent must 
show that the relationship 
does not involve the 
assumption of financial 
responsibility. 
Leo Krebs, 19, told the tri- 
bunal that he was living in a 
common-law relationship 
with Barbara Trampf, but 
was refused assistance 
because Miss Trampf was 
earning in excess of the 
i t tm~ 
TO BCAA MEMBERS 
~ POINT 
AUTO CHECK 
PHONE OR CALL FOR 
AN APPOINTMENT TO 
Totem Ford 
income assistance from 
Sept. 19 at the rate allowed a 
single person under 55 and 
that his medical pre- 
scr )tion expenses should be 
me by the government. 
Raquel Goncalves, a law 
student who handled Kreb's 
case, said the decision could 
mean that "in theory a 
woman could have been 
livin~ with a man for 35 
years and unless it can be 
established that she was 
financially dependent on 
him, she would be eligible 
for welfare." 
GUARANTEED 
[ 90 DAYS OR 
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BC~A MEMBERS ONLY 
GOOD Fr:IOM SEPT 12- 
OCT 31 
has been some surprising 
feedback as well. 
"People seem more con- 
cerned about buying fetuses 
in order to preserve their 
lives than they are with the 
idea of babies being killed 
.through abortion," he said 
m an interview. 
The inquiry, headed by 
Dr. Andrew Thompson, is 
investigating the need for 
and possible ffects of a 
West coast oil port. 
Chief Victor Adolph of the 
Fountain band, 16 
kilometres north of here, 
agreed with Terry and said 
damming and industrial 
development have de- 
stroyedsalmon runs on the 
Columbia River and cur- 
tailed it on the Thompson 
River. 
Adolph said this must not 
happen to the Fraser as 
Well. 
Arnold Ritchie of the 
Mount Currie band, about 
100 kilometres to the south- 
west, said an oil spill in 
March or April would be 
especially devastating on 
fingerling salmon about to 
enter the sea. An oil slick., he 





Not listed in our 
B,O, Tel Direotory. 
E. MARR DISTRIBUTORS LTD. - 638-1761 
MARR'S  BOOKKEEPING & 
ACCOUNTING"  638-1761 
K & J AUTOMOTIVES - 638-8484 
V ILLAGE MEATS - 638.1765 
TERRACE OIL BURNER SERVICES - 635.422] 
AL I . .WEST GLASS - 638.1166 
Free for ONE month courtesy of THE 
DAILY  HERALD 
Please Gall 636-6367 If you wish your Business 
Phone listed for your customers 
Make small talk for 35c or less. 
B.C. Tel's long distance 
weekend rates have really got 
people talking. 
Because between 5 p.m. 
Friday and 5 p.m. Sunday ou 
can dial direct (112) to most 
places in British Columbia* 
for just 35¢ or less per minute 
(minimum charge 23¢ per call). 
So call up when rates are 
down this weekend. And 
spread alittle cheer.~....~:~. 
B.C. tEL 
*Rate does not apply on calls from the OK Tel area, coin tel, motel, hotel and to some Northern points not served by B.C. Tel, 




not more than TUNE-UP 
'39,95 
Torque Converted (bf equip- /~-  ~(1~'///~ ~ • 
ped with drain plug) L .  • 
pl  Clean: Fluid pick up scceen ~~- - - -~ .~ 
Air Breather (if so equipped) t-....----..~l~ ~ , ~..~ 
i,~ Adjust: Bands ~- - - - - .~ , |  .4 
Linkage ~ ' I  -~ 
/,i Replace: Pan gasket and f lu id  . ~ l ~  
Road Tesl Vehicle ' ' 
Most Passenger Cars and Light Trucks 
SEE OUR SERVICE DEPARTMENT 
J TNE¥ LL KEEP ¥Og GOING 
TERRAOE TOTEM FORD SALES LTD. 
4631 KEnH TERRACE, B~). 636.4984 
i 
Last Saturday lona Campagnolo hosted a luncheon for Queen Elizabeth and 
Prince Phillip and over 200 professional, nd amateur athletes. Recipients of the 
Canadian Fitness Awards were also present. Mrs. Campagnolo accompanied 
Queen Elizabeth to the Ottawa Rowing Clubs Silver Jubilee Regatta later in the 
day, at Dow's Lake in Ottawa. Rowing teams from all over Canada were present. 
t t t iny, tired woman 
ma the social rounds 
By Jullette Proom 
Herald Staff 
Queen Elizabeth looked 
tired on Saturday as she ate 
lunch with Canada's top 
athletes according to 
Juanita Hatton, founder of 
Terrac's Golden Rule, who 
attended the luncheon. 
"She's a very tiny woman, 
much smaller than she looks 
in pictures," said Mrs. 
Hatton. The Queen is only 
five foot hree and of slender 
build. 
"Her complexion was pale 
and she looked worn out," 
said Mrs. Hatton. 
Iona Campagnolo 
presided over the affair and 
sat between the Queen and 
Prince Phillip. Prime 
Minister Trudcau also sat at 
the head table, but a few 
seats down from the Queen. 
Before the lunch started, 
Ms. Campagnolo welcomed 
the Queen to Canada and 
wished her a pleasant visit. 
Queen Elizabeth did not 
address the guests at this 
time, but toured the tables 
after the meal was over. 
She wished the young 
athletes success and en- 
Couraged them to continue 
in their sports. When she 
reached Mrs. Hatton's 
table, Ms. Campagnolo, the 
Queen's guide, motioned 
Mrs. Hatton to step forward. 
"You work for people," 
was Her Majesty's query of 
Mrs. Hattori, after she 
curtsied. 
"Yes, I work hard to find 
people jobs," replied Mrs. 
Hatton. 
Another Terrace citizen 
attended the sports lun- 
cheon as well. Thirteen- 
~hear-old Margie Stokes was 
ere as a winner of the 
Award of Excellence of the 
Canada Fitness Awards. 
PERSONAL 
PLANNING 
...a review by Doug Evans 
Will Planning and Investment Counselling: 
Mr. Evans would like tooffer his assistance In discussing 
the possible structuring of your Will, the need for Buy-Sell 
Agreements, trusts and, generally, to offer Royal Trust's 
services with/'egard to helping manage your Investments. 
IK) l  ;(;I.P.H | I.'E EVANs 
.S,~N/C>~ T/~UST C~FICERf 
Royal Trust 
Deferred Profit Sharing Plans 
permit corporations to make contributions from 
profits for employees, providing a valuable tax 
deduction for the company. When th!s type of plan 
• is utilized along with a Retirement Savings Plan, an 
increased tax benefit can result. 
Self.Directed Registered Reflrement Savings Ran 
Would you like to direct your o~m Registered Retlremmt 
Savings Ran? We'll handle all the paper work and provide 
safe.custoclyof the Investments you've chosen. /W. Evens ~11 
be pleased to give you any Irffermatl0n you might require, 
I will be visiting your area shortly and should you wish to 
discuss any of these services, you can contact me at 
The Chalet In Klflmat 
on Oct. 2S, th and 25th call collect. 
or later in Vancouver, at 555 Burrard Street, Zenith 2600 (toll-free) 
FIVE YEAR TERM DEPOSIT RATE NOW 9.00 % 
THE HERALD, Thursday, October 20, 1917, PAGE $ 
Underutilization 
Coast herring industry looms 
VICTORIA (CP) -- A 
whole new fishing industry 
centred on food herring is on 
the verge of opening up to 
Pacific Coast fishermen 
says Jerry Spitz, British 
Columbia Fisheries As- 
sociation president. 
Spitz stud Tuesday that a 
combination of factors has 
led to new markets showing 
interest in B.C.'s food 
herring, which in the past 
have not been a highly- 
salable item. 
He said that B.C. has 
managed to sell only about 
7,500 tons of food herring 
annually, out of a total stock 
of 450,000 tons. He said the 
fs~! herring catch could 
dottle to 15,000 tons this 
year. 
He said that, as well, 
about 80,000 tons of roe 
herring is caught annually, 
leaving a "ridiculous" 
amount left over. 
"That's a tremendous 
underutflization," h~ said. 
"It's a waste." 
Spitz said, however, hint 
the continuing decline of the 
Canadian dollar, the ex- 
tension of offshore rights to 
200 miles and a d~op in 
North Sea catches of hefting 
has made B.C. a competitor 
for international markets. 
INTEREST SHOWN 
European and Japanese 
buyers, he said are showing 
new interest in B.C.'s 
herring. 
"If we can enter into these 
new markets we could be on 
the threshold of a whole new 
industry," Spitz said. "The 
possibilities are very ex- 
citing." 
He said the food herring 
would require a fall fishery, 
"and presently we don't 
have one in B.C.--it means 
we could see fishing develop 
into a yearround venture." 
At present, the roe herring 
season takes place in early 
spring. 
Sp i t z  said current 
negotiations with the United 
Fishermen and Allied 
Workers Union could play 
an important role in B.C. 
securing new markets for 
the herring. 
"We have to reach a 
settlement that still leaves 
us competitive," he said. 
An agreement reached 
between the union and the 
association Wednesday 
gives fishermen $10 a ton 
more than last year. 
A union spokesman said 
the bargaimng committee 
found acceptable an in- 
dustr}, offer of $77.50 a ton 
for seine net caught herring, 
up from the price of $67.50 
paid last year. 
Ban murder news 
DUNCAN, B.C. (CP) -  A William Smith, 23, of Vic- 
ban on publication of 
evidence has been imposed 
during the preliminary 
hearing for three men 
charged in connection with 
the brutal murder of an 
elderly Cowichan Lake man 
last January. 
Facing a charge of first 
degree murder" are Richard 
toria, Steven William 
Harris, 21, of Saanich, and 
James Thomas Riches, 22, 
of Calgary. 
The three are facing 
charges in connection with 
the slaying of Robert 
Ferguson, 70, who was tied 
(o a chair and beaten to 
death. 
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Any male ourlers who wish 
to oud but have not yet 
reg, stered" contaot,. 






A  4OIGE 
This year, Canada Savings Bonds 
offer you a great choice. There's anew 
Regular Interest Bond that pays 
interest each year. And a new 
Compou. nd Interest Bond that 
re- invests your interest automatically, 
earning interest on your interest. 
SAFETY, INSTANT CASH AND 
A GOOD RETURN 
Both new bonds retain the great 
features that have helped to make 
Canada Savings Bonds the favourite 
investment for millions of Canadians 
over the past 31 years. They're asafe, 
secure investment. They're instant 
cash anytime. And they earn good 
interest~ year after year. 
New Canada Savings Bonds are 
dated November 1, 1977 and yield an 
average annual interest of 8.06% 
when held to maturity in 1986. Each 
new bond begins with 7% interest the 
first year and earns 8.25% interest for 
each of the remaining 8 years. 
REGULAR INTEREST BOND 
If you want a regular annu~,income 
from your investment, you'll ike the 
new Regular Interest Bond which 
pays interest automatically each Nov. 
1st. You have the choice of receiving 
our interest either by cheque or by 
irect deposit into your chequing or 
savings account. This new direct 
deposit feature is an added 
convenience for you. 
You can buy the Regular Interest 
Bond for cash wherever you bank or 
invest in denominations of $300, 
$500, $1,000 and $5,000. 
COMPOUND INTEREST BOND 
If you seek savings growth, or 
an investment for the future, or a 
retirement fund, you'll choose the • 
new Compound Interest Bond. After 
the first year you will earn interest 
on your interest, at the annual rate of 
8.0.6%. Interest on this bond is left to 
accumulate and is payable only uport 
redemption orat maturity. Here's 
how the vah,e of a $100 bofid grows: 
N.y.  1 V~,luc Nm'. I Value Nm'. I Vah,e 
1978 .¢,I07.00 1981 $135.6~ 1984 $171.77 
1979 $115.Sl 19,q2 $14(,.76 l~)S5 $185.81 
1980 $125.~4 198~ $15S.78 1986 $200.97 
The Compound Interest Bond may be 
purchased f,r cash ,r on the 
convenient Monthly Savings Plan 
wherever yott bank or invest. It is 
awlilable in denominations of $100, 
$300, $500, $1,000 and $5,000. 
THE CHOICE IS YOURS 
As ,,,ou can see t new Canada Savings 
Bonds offer you a great choice~ the 
Regular interest Bond and the 
Compound Interest Bond. Both new 
bonds are ,n sale nmv up to a 
combined total purchase limit of 
$15,000. They have been specifically 
designed to meet your savings goals. 
Choose the orm that's right f,r you. 
COMPOUND INTEREST OR REGULAR INTEREST 
PAGE 4, THE HERALD, lhursOay, U~ooer ~u, 1977 
- -  " I I I  
,__(the herald) 
General Office - 635.6357 
Clrculatlen (Terrace).  635.6357 
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Hon,zsty but 
not action 
Though the final word won't be in until Finance Minister 
Jean Chretien's speech tonight, no major economic hanges 
are expected. 
Aside from indications that wage-price controls won't be 
lifted until next spring, there wasn't much new in the throne 
speech delivered by the Queen Tuesday. The gove/'nment 
will strengthen tax benefits to big business, that't about all. 
The government seems to be telling us that it realizes its 
own economic policies "appropriate osimpler times" are 
partly responsible for the high unemployment and inflation 
its seems unable to lick. 
But rather than carry this long-awaited honesty into 
imaginative and tough  ~gisla !~on, the speech puts the onus 
on the masses to tighten its cc tlective belt. It looks like the 
Liberals are beginnin to claim responsibility four our 
present dilemma, but ~ ~ still failing to come to grips with 
the problems. 
What Canandians are crying out for is honest, decisive 
government that is ot afraid to take firm steps to solve what 
we preceive as a dismal combination ofproblems that are 
getting out on control. The faeat hat:the government was 
able to reverse its election-winning stand and impose wage 
and price controls without kicking up much fuss aside from 
the unseccessful general strike a year ago, demonstrates 
how much citizens want to feel that someone is in the 
driver's eat of this country and know what he's doing. 
What we had a right to expect from this year's throne 
speech was a concerted attack on the twin economic 
problems facing the nation What we got was the 
recognition of the problem and tha's about all. 
Unless the Liberal government is more alienated from 
the people than its appears to be it had better start 
recognizing something else as well, most recently indicated 
by the Manitboa elections. 
Political fortunes chage quickly in economically troubled 
times. It was only a month or so ago that nost observers 
would predict a Liberal sweep of 200 seats in a snap elec- 
tion. 
Now Trudeau may be forced into calling an election when 
his fortunes have sunk even further. 
People are beginning to realize that our economic 
problems are partly the cause of national disunity, and the 
measures to strengthen language rights in courts and 
schoolrooms are only treating the symptoms, not the 
problem. 
The decision to continue the inflation controls past he end 
of this year, while doing essentially nothing about unem- 
ployment, also comes against he advice of economist, 
labor leaders and those on the opposition benches. 
But even at ter controls are removed, it looks like the 
fortunes of the labor movment won't improve at least in this 
province. The Social Credit government is apparently 
planning to introduce its own measures after federal 
legislation has been replaced with a monitoring agency. 
Today in history 
By THE CANADIAN 
PRESS 
Oct. 20, 1977 
The seat of the Canadian 
government was fixed at 
Ottawa 112 years 
today--in 1865. ~o  
Parliament Buildings were 
in use by 1866 and Ottawa 
was confirmed in its status 
by the British North 
America Act of 1867, which 
established the broader 
Dominion of Canada. Ot- 
tawa is situated on the Ot- 
tawa River" 'where the 
Rideau joins it, almut 100 
miles upstream from the .St. 
Lawrence. 
1187--Pope Urban III died 
of dysentery. 
I518--Florence, Italy, re- 
quested that the remains of 
the writer Dante be moved 
there. 
1632--Sir Christopher 
Wren, English architect, 
was born. 
1684--France declared a 
blockade of Formosa. 
1911--Roald Amundsen 
and his dog sleds set out for 
the South Pole. 
i / 
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"It's okayl I found the keys." 
Nearly 400 murdered 
Mafia gangs battle over territory 
REGGIO CALABRIA,. Italy 
(Reuter) -- Mafia gangs are locked 
in a bloody battle for control of the 
peverty-stricken Italian province of 
Calabria and anyone who gets in 
their way is a target for a bomb or a 
bullet. 
Nearly 400 People have been 
murdered inthe province in the last 
four years. It is one of the poorest in 
Italy and has a high illiteracy rate. 
Authorities say the area, on the toe 
of Italy, is overrun with Mafiosi and 
their methods are getting more 
vicious. 
"There is a new, unscrupulous 
generation of Mafiosi fighting to 
take over the province," p?lice 
spokesman Ninni Cassaria saul. 
This younger generation, re 
cruited from the thousands o 
unemployed in the towns an( 
villages of the area, ignore even the 
dubious code of honor under which 
the Mafia previously opeated, he 
said. 
"They kidnap women, shoot at 
children, stop at nothing." 
LABELLED BARBAROUS 
This year alone, 45persons have 
been killed, 65 wounded and nine 
kidnapped in Mafia vendettas, with 
what the localRoman Catholic 
bishop described as "barbarous 
criminality." 
Shopkeepers, householder: 
business groups, even street vendors 
pay their dues. Or they suffer. 
Two recent attacks are illus- 
trative. A Milan constructio] 
company, which twice refused to 
pay off the Mafia, had installations 
blown up and a street vendor was 
gunned own for failing to pay. 
Even major industry has come 
under 'Mafia control. 
Sub-contracting work on th( 
province's two highways and the 
construction of a major new port at 
Gioia Tauro fell into the Mafia's 
hands, Cassaria said. 
"As well as the street gangster, we 
have the respectable Mafiosi who 
appear to be just ordinar~ 
businessmen." 
He and other policemen say they 
are powerless to halt the Mafia. 
HAVE HIDEAWAY 
The region, which is dominated by 
a thich-forestod mountain range, 
provides a perfect hideaway for 
gangs. 
The local inhabitants are tough 
and they fear the Mafia more Umn 
the police. 
The police view is that he Mafia is 
only partly their responsibilit} 
Local politicians agree. 
The regional parliament, which 
rules Calabria and two otheJ 
provinces, concluded recently that 
only long-term economic develop- 
ment could solve the Mafia problem. 
Politicians describe the Mafia as a 
state within a state; and one local 
judge, Carlo Maeri, said recently the 
Mafia operated as if the official state 
did not exist. 
The judiciary often complains that 
it is impossible to prosecute, either 
because juries are intimidated or 
because key witnesses withdraw 
their evidence. 
Instead, hundreds of suspects are 
held under a form of house arrest 
and continue their criminal ac- 
tivities almost as before. 
The central government in Rome 
has repeatedly promised investment 
for the region, and there are a 
number of industrial project: 
planned or under construction. 
But as yet there is no new major 
source of employment, and no sighte 
of an end to the Mafia's stranglehold 
in Reggio Calabria. 
"Wiilyou take the car as a down payment on the repair bill?" 
'Let us go,' Cambodian refugees 
ask their Vietnamese keepers 
Cambodian Refugees 
Horst Fans, an Associated 
Press photographer and 
writer who won a Pulitzer 
Prize for his coverage of the 
Vietnam war, recently 
returned to the country with 
a West German tourist 
group. 
By HORST FAAS 
HANOI (AP) -- About 
60,000' Cambodians have 
been granted asylum in 
Vietnam in the last year and 
are living in desperate 
conditions on the outskirts of 
Saigon and in the provinces 
west of the former South 
Vietnamese capita l ,  
diplomatic sources in Hanoi 
s,~,~o,, least 16,000 of these 
refugees are trying to leave 
Vietnam and have asked the 
Hanoi office of the UN High 
Commissioner For 
Refugees for help. 
Most of the refugees are 
reported to have been small 
traders, businessmen 
manufacturers or em- 
p loyees in shops, business ouses and manufacturing 
concerns. 
Most are said to be from 
towns where the entire 
OpUlation was move_d 
rcibly to the countryside 
after the Communist 
takeover in 1975. 
"The Vietnamese 
government has been 
looking after the Cambodian 
refugees despite its own 
food shortages and 
economic difficulties," one 
diplomat said. "The 
Cambodians are receiving 
rice rations that just keep 
them alive and are under 
The source also said the 
Cambodians are allowed to 
work as small businessmen 
and vendors. 'PEDDLE 
BELONGINGS' 
"That means they can 
Peddle their last belongings 
to stay alive," he said. 
A diplomat from a non- 
aligned country who is 
stationed in Phnom Penh, 
the Cambodian capital, said 
during a visit to Hanoi that 
he and his colleagues know 
almost nothing about what 
is going on in the country. 
"We have to live in a hotel 
in downtown Phnom Penh 
which we can never leave," 
he said. "The food is 
delivered to us from the 
outside. We cannot even go 
out on the pavement outside 
the hotel.'-- 
the ration of 14 kilos (30.8 Cambodia and Vietnam 
pounds) every Vietnamej.~ have full diplomatic 
gets per month." , relations. But diplomats in 
Vietnam say they believe 
the Vietnamese government 
has not returned any refu- 
gees to Cambodia. 
"In this respect the 
Vietnamese have acted with 
more respect for basic 
human rights than some of 
the other Southeast Asian 
nations," one Western 
diplomat said. 
He was referring to 
governments that have 
refused to admit refugees 
from the Indochinese 
countries. 
Of the 16,000 Cambodian 
refugees who have asked the 
UN commissioner for help, 
3,000 have received entry 
visas for France. Seventy 
have received West German 
visas, and UN officials 
believe West Germany may 
take 160 more. Belgium also 
will take 150. 
]Business potlight I 
Mechanism needed to use sun energy, 
SWIFT CURRENT, Sask. (CP) -- 
Man likely will live to see the end of 
the earth's oil reserves, but one 
source of energy will survive him for 
many millions of years--the sun. 
Dr. Harmon Davidson and Dr. 
John Clarke, researchers at the 
Swift Current Research Station, are 
currently investigating the ap 
plieation of solar energy t( 
agricultural operations. 
Together with E. M. Wrubleski, an 
agricultural engineer with th, 
agriculture department, hey are 
developing and experimenting with 
solar heaters to be used as grain 
driers or as space heaters for live. 
stock and farm workshops. 
A solar driver under construction 
and expected to be ready shortly will 
be used to gather information on its 
performance under differenl method, solar energy appears to be 
climatic conditions durin$ the next " a more economical method for 
three years, Davidson satd. drying wheat. 
Although similar research has . A major component of the re- 
been done in the United States, search project m the variable of 
weather conditionsl Davidsen said it Davidson said the. U.S. findings may 
not be applicable to the Canadian would require a sunny day to run a 
drier, and on a dull day there might 
be just enough light to warm up a 
space heater. 
Another component of research is 
the material used to collect heat 
climate. 
"We're looking at it from the 
Prairies point of view." 
NEED ALTERNATIVE 
Davidson said basic objectives of 
the researdh project include the 
design of an inexpensive solar driver 
which can be built by farmers them- 
selves and to show farmersthat 
solar energy is an attractive al- 
ternative nergy source for farm 
operations. 
Clarke said basing on the cost of 
wheat drying by the conventional 
from sunlight. 
Davidson said there are two basic 
types of solar heaters, one using 
water as heat transmitter and the 
other using air. The water system is 
more expensive but is said by some 
researchers to be more expensive. 
Davidson said an important 
question is which system will be 
more economical for the farmers. 
[VOICE OF READERS,[ 
Kill the myth 
O this, the second an- 
niversary of the A.I.B. the 
cost of living is rising at 8.3 
.percent which by coin- 
cidence happens to be the 
national unemplowment 
rate. 
A spokespersen for the 
Canadian Manufacaturers 
Association has just said 
that because the cost o )f 
living is rising so fast the 
government should take 
drastic action, namely 
"stiffer controls on wages." 
Canada,please don't. 
Surely after two years of 
rollbaeks and severely 
limited wage increases the 
myth that Labour causes 
everything from Inflation to 
"ring around the collar" 
must be dead by now. 
The time has come for 
everyone to recognize that 
Inflation will not be resolved 
by simplistic polices which 
attack only one part of 
'society. Government, 
Management and Labour 
must sit together and all 
shoulder the responnthilty 
and burden for controlling 
inflation and getting Canada 
back to work. 
Either we work together 
to resolve all .of the 
economic dllema i.e. in. 
• fiation, unemployment, etc., 
or we will all share the 
respunsiblity for hte chaos 
that will come. 
The C.L.C. has told the 
government that it si willing 
to enter immediately into 
such discussions- 
governments and 





"The Bantams" were a 
ecial force recruited by 
Canadian and british 
armies in the First World 
War. It was composed of 
soldiers who were well 
below average height. 
I am a professional writer 
engaged in researching a 
book about these men. I 
would be most grateful if 
some amoung your readers 
were able to give me any 
information on the subject 
of the 216th Battalion 
(Toronto), the 143rd Bat- 
talion (Vancouver), or 
Bantam Regiments of the 
British 35th Division. 
The Bantams were an 
unusual and valiant 
brigade, and their story is 
well worth being set down. 
Hopefully, some of your 
readers may be able to help 
me to gather additional 
information about this 
unique piece of military 
history. I would welcome 
such a id - -persona l  
reminiscences, family 
anecdotes, photgraphs, 
letters, diaries, book 
references, or regimental 
histories. I can promise to 
take the greatest care in 
returning any material 
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Wave from the 
shore, ladies, 
don't join in 
TORONTO cP.Male ~:~ 
chauviuisn~ hPS spr~a~ to a 
sport most peopledo not 
know exists, says a woman 
who participates in it. 
Aside from periodic ap- 
pearances in television 
commercials the windsurfer 
is as familiar to Canadians 
as freezing rain is to 
Ecuadorians. 
But owners of Wind- 
surfers, 12-foot-long surf- 
boards with masts, booms 
and sails recognized as class 
boats by the Canadian 
Yachting Association, are 
multiplying in number. 
Most are men. 
Of 17 Canadians who com- 
Peted last summer in the 
world windsurfing cham- 
pionships at the Italian 
island of Sardinia, only five 
were women. 
Men are not anxious to see 
women windsurf, says 24- 
yearold Anne Peseod of  
Cornwall, Ont., one of the 
Canadian competitors 
"There is an unspoken 
discouragement." 
Ms. Pescod, who learned 
to windsurf during the 
summer in Bendor, an 
island off the southern coast 
of France, added that the 
discouragement is not al- 
ways unspoken: 
"The guys used to tell me 
not to go out on the ocean on 
really windy days. They 
didn't think I could handle 
it." 
PUT DOWN BY WRITER 
The seriousness with 
The ~mall number of 
women windsurfers and the 
even smaller number of 
good women windsurfers 
probably accounts in part 
for the inability of many 
men to consider ~ndsurfing 
as anything other than a 
man's sport. Of more than 
600 comPetitors at the world 
championships, only 52 were 
women. 
ADVANCE 
"Many women lack the 
confidence necessary towin 
a race," said Claudie 
ForestFourcade, a 25-year- 
old Marseilie schoolteacher 
who is women's world 
champion. "Still more lack 
the confidence to get on a 
beard." 
"Women are not en- 
couraged by society to try 
new sports the way men 
are," said Jill Smith, 
Toronto advertising accoun- 
tant 'who  represented 
Canada in Sardinia. 
r'I started windsurfing be- 
cause I wanted to ex- 
.[)erience a new sport. I _tried 
tt for the first time two May 
24 weekends ago and ended 
up in hospital with four 
stitches in my head." 
The world champion, who 
has been windsur~ing only 
two years, wants to interest 
more women in windsurfing 
competitively. 
She plans to run a 
women's training program 
in Marseille. "I will give 
them advice on racing in. 
regattas--how to go around 
buoys-tactics like that." 
which women windsurfers Shelearned towindsurf by 
are regarded by some men entering every regatta she 
is clearly illustrated in an could. That meant crashing 
article by a male author into experienced corn- 
which appeared in the most Petitors, most of whom were 
recent msue of Windsurfer male, and receiving, as a 
magazine, published in result, threats that she was 
Amsterdam. riskin~ being impaled on a 
He writes that women who mast if she messed up one 
windsurf are "at least half 
the fun-they lend at- 
mosphere to the after-surf 
when everyone is tired from 
sailing and seeks com- 
panionship and good cheer. 
They confort losers, kiss the 
winners, shout and wave 
from the shore, have warm 
sweaters ready and dish up 
hot soup on cold days." 
On the following page is a 
splashy, color illustration 
for an article on wetsuits for 
windsurfers, featuring a 
busty blonde who has 
managed to stuff herself 
into a suit unzipped to her 
navel. 
more person's race. 
Canadian women wind- 
surfers, a good number of 
whom stepped on a board 
for the firs[time this year, 
seem doomed to continue 
entering internati0na 
regattas with no training 
behind them. There are as 
yet no plans for setting up a 
racing program for them. 
American and EuroPean. 
women have an edge on the 
Canadians because they 
have been windsurflng 
longer, said Ms. Pescod, " I  
think we could use some 
help." 
t 
, I I II 
Coach didn't shove ref, 
but they're not 
good friends, either 
VANCOUVER (CP) --  
Vancouver Canucks '  
assistant coach Arnie 
Brown was involved in a 
brief incident Tuesday with 
referee Denis Morel after 
Canueks defeated -Detroit 
Red wings 3-2 in National 
Hockey League play. 
As Morel walked to the 
dressing room, Brown 
shouted*at Morel about his 
handling of the game. Morel 
/rid not reply. 
MOVES TO FOURTH 
NEW YORK (AP) -- Hale 
Irwin's victory in the Texas 
Open last weekend, worth 
$80,000, advanced h/m to 
fourth place from sixth on 
the Professional Golfers' 
Association top-10 mon- 
eywinners list released 
Tuesday. Tom Watson is 
still NO. 1 with $310.653. 
Morel said later he heard 
someone shout at him, but 
continued to the dressing 
room. He said no one at- 
tempted totouch im during 
the incident. 
Earlier eports aid Morel 
was pushed in the incident, 
but both Morel and Brown 
deny this. Brown said today 
he shouted at Morel because 
he was unhappy with some 
of Morers decisions. 
"He (Morel) pretty near 
stole the game from us," 
said Canucks' general 
manager Jack Milford after 
the game. 
Milford said Canucks' 
were particularly upset by a 
third period .penalty called 
against Harold Sne~ts of 
Vancouver for slashing and 
J. P. Leblanc of Detroit for 
roughing. 
Manpower advantage 
• Late goal puts Leafs over Rockies 
T•yDENNIS PASSA Jack Valiquette, Dave RONTO (CP)--Defen- Williams and Inge Ham- 
eeman lan Turnbull scored marstrem scored the other 
It was the first NHL win 
for new Toronto co~ch 
Roger Neilson, wilbl~ad led 
the Leafs to a loss and a tie 
t;olorado coach Pat Kelly 
still with his first NHI. 
victory. Kelly, former coach 
thewiuni~ goal on a power Toronto goals and Paul of Birmingham Bulls of the 
play with flve minutes left in Gardner scored a pair of in their first two games. World Hockey Association, 
the game and defeneeman goals for Colorado in the The loss, before 16,485 had two ties in first two 
Borje Salming assisted on second period, spectators, left new games. 
three goals while Toronto 
hadamanpoweradvantageas the Ma le Le fs beat Canadiens b r e a k  t ie  to  w i n  
Colorado Rockies 5.4 
Wednesday night in a 
National Hockey League 
game. 
Turnbulrs goal came six 
seconds after Colorado's 
Barry Beck was handed a 
minor penalty for holding. 
The Leafs entered the 
third period leading 3-2 but 
Will Paiement tied the score 
at the 45-second mark. 
Lanay McDonald put the 
Leafs ahead at 6:56 only to 
have defenceman Tom Edur 
tie the game for the Rockies 
just over a minute later. 
LANDOVER, Md. (AP) -- 
Rojean Houle scored at 
16:42 of the final period 
Wednesday night to break a 
3-3 tie and Montreal 
Canadiens went on to score 
a 5-3 victory over Wash- 
iagton Capitals in a National 
Hockey League game 
Wednesday night. 
It was the Canadiens 19th 
consecutive ictory over the 
Capitals since their in- 
ception. 
Bob Gainey added a final 
goal for the Canadiens into 
an open netat 19:45 after the 
Capitals had pulled goalie 
Gary Smith in an attempt to 
gain a fie. 
'• Montreal, 4-0 for the 
season, took a 3-2 first- 
period lead on goals by Doug 
Risebrough.and Houle in the 
final two minutes. Bob 
Sirois scored the only sec- 
ond period goal, pulling the 
Capitals into a 3-3 tie. 
Washington, ow 1-2, led 
twice in the first 10 minutes 
of the game. Dave Forbes 
gGave Washington a 1-0 lead, 
uy Lapointe tied it for 
Montreal, and Tom Rowe 
put the Capitals ahead-a~-he 
10-minute mark. 
Washington goalie Bernie 
Wolfe was replaced by 
Smith after the first period, 
and Smith turned aside 20 
shots before the deciding 
goal by Houle eluded his 
stick. 
Ken Dryden, who had 
recorded six shutouts over 
the Capitals in three 
previous seasons, w~s 





~:. PHONE, MAIL or 
" : "  ~" . . . . . . . .  O.O:n, ORDERS 
NOT ALL PIECES AVAILABLE IN 
ALL  PATTERNS. ORDERS 
TAKEN FOR OUT OF STOCK 
PIECES. 
5-Piece Place *Selting 
Tea Cup & Saucer 
Tea Cup Only 
Plate 6" Actuial 16 cm 
7" Actual 18 cm 
8" Actual 21 cm 
9" Actual 24 cm 
10" Actual 26 cm 
Fruit Nappie 
Cereal 
Soup (Rim 8") 21 cm 
Cream Soup & Stand 
Open Oval Baker 
Fruit Bowl Round 
Gravy Boat & Stand 
Meat Dish 13" Act 33 cm 
Meat Dish 15" Act 39 cm 
Coy. Veg. Dish 
Cream, Large Size 
Open Sugar, Large Size 
Sugar & Crm. Small Size 
Teapot 24's (Ige) 
Teapot 30's (reed) 
i 
Teapot Stand 
Coffee Pot 24's (Ige) 
Coffee & Scr. D.T. 
Cake Plate, Small 23 cm 




Salt & Paper Pr, 
Covered Butter Round 
Comport 
Marmalade Covered 
Hostess Set, Oval 
Jug (I pint) 
Egg Cup 
Mugs 
3.Tier Cake (10" 8" 6") 
2.Tier Cake (8" 6") 
Brigadoon American Beauty 
Chantilly Blossom Time 
Highland Thistle Burlington 
Inspli'ation Celebration 
Lavender Rose  Dogwood 
Memory Lane Kentish Rockery 
Silver Maple Old Country Roses 
Sweet Violets September Song 
















































































































































































Gordon & Anderson 
• Ltd 4606 LAZELLE AVE ' 635-6576 
CLOSED MONDAYS 




Rump, or S . ]  5 9 Bottom A 
Round. 
Canada Grade Ib • 
Pork Loin Roast 
Whole or Half. 
Serve with 
Apple Sauce ,b.S][29 
q l l  I 
Macaroni  & 0heese 
Dinner. 
i I'D,. "ou,e. j s AAII 
I".w a' Saf'wa,. J k  Iil IUIjlUIII ~: 
73/4 oz. Packa eg --~- for/i l ,~J ~ I 
French Fries 
,°o,°h Trea,. 39  c Frozen. 
2 lb. Package 
Grape Juic l[ 
New at Safeway. a le0  9 : Town House Pure. 
40 if. oz. Jar 
Tomato Soup 
°rV'*"a"" 5 S] 0 0 Town House. 
10 fl. oz. Tin for • 
Pink Salmon 
Sea Trader. 
7¾ oz. Tin 
Bulk Produce at Safewa 
Red Potatoes 
"° " -   b,'nS3 69  Grown. I~(|[~TII No. 1 ~I}~ILUIJ Grade ~ ~  
B.C. Grown. 
Bulk Carrots C"nada "°" 1 Grade 50 ~';ckS5.89 
Bulk Ba~ts B C Grown. ~r l  lb. $4.59 vv  Canada No. 1 Grade f - I l l  Sack 
Medium Onions .c Grown S0'b S 5 09 Ho. 1 Grade Sack n 
B.C. 
Molntosh Apples Gr°wn'~oono . " /  : , .  '~ s3.99 
I I I - 
Price~ Effective 
October 19-  22 
In Terrace Safeway Store 
Sales in Retail Quantities only. 
. : ,  
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THE Herald, 3212 Kalum Streel 
P.O. Box 399 Terrace, B.C. 
Phone 635.6357.Terrace 
• Subscription rates: Single Copy 
2O cents. Monthly by carrier 
Three Dollars (53.00). 
Yearly by mall In caneda 
540.00. Sanlor Citizens $20.00 
par year. 
Yearly by mail outside Canade 
$51.00. 
Authorized as second class mall 
by the Post Office Department, 
Ottawa end for payment of 
postage In cash. 
Classifieds due 24 hours prlor to 
desired day of publlcetton. $2.00 
for first 20 words, 10 cants each 
word thereafter. No retundson 
classified ads. 
1. Coming Events 
Loyal order of Moose Loclge No. 
1620, Terrace, B.C. Meeting 
held every 2nd end 4th Thur. 
sday every month at B p.m. 
Phone 635.6641. (ctf) 
INCHES AWAY CLUB 
Meet every Tuesday night at 0 
in the Skeena Health Unit. For 
more Information phone 635. 
2847 or 635.3023. 
Kermode Four Wheelers 
Meetings 1st Wednesday of each 
month at 8 p.m. in the meeting 
room at the Sandman Inn. For 
further Informatlon phone 635. 
3442. 
~ lng  - Terrace B.P.O.E. 
(Elks Lodge). First end Third 
Thursday of month. O.O.R.P. 
(Ladles of the Royal Purple) - 
Second and Fourth Monday of 
Month. 
Weight Watchers meeting held 
every Tuesday at 7 p.m. at the 
Knox United Church Hall, 4907 
Lazelle Avenue. 
The Catholic Womens League 
will hold their Annual Fall Tea 
and Bazzaar on Sat. OCt. 29fh at 
)he Verlt~s A'~Hfforlum.~ 
CTF 
Skeena District Girl Guides 
would like to'  announce" the  
alining of a Land Ranger 
Company In the Thornhlll area. 
Girls between the ages of 14 and 
18 who are Interested please call 
635-3061 or 630-1269 (ctf) 
A Tea and Bazear will be held in 
Knox United Church on Sat. 
Dec. 3 from 2 to 4:30 P.M. 
The I.O.F. regular meetlngs.3rd 
Saturday of each month at the 
Slumber Lodge at 8 p.m. 
Order of the Royal Purple. 
Novelty bake sale 'Saturday 
Nov. 19 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. Elks 
hall corner of Sparks and Park. 
Donuts and coffee 50 cents. 
(cff.Nov.19) 
Rebekah Lodge Tea and 
Bazaar, Set. Nov. 5, 2.4 p.m. 
Elk's Hall Raffle draw 4 p.m. 
.Old Age Pensioners Tea end 
Bazaar Sat. Nov. 12, 1:30-4:30 
p.m. Arena Banquet Room. 
Raffle draw 4:O0 p.m. (ctf Nov.) 
Terrace Chess Club Is lOoKing 
for new players. Everybody, 
Including beginners, are 
welcome to attend. 
Games and Instruction are 
every Wednesday at 7:00 p.m. 
at the Terrace Swimming Pool 
Board Room. For Information 
Phone Joe at 635.5419 (ctf) 
Mills Memorial Hospital 
Auxiliary will be having their 
Annual Fall Bazzar on Oct. 22 in 
the Terrace Arena Banquet 
Room from 2-4p.m. Lots of 
items will be on Sale such as 
Baking, Christmas table 
novelties, Knitting, Candy, 
Produce and plants, Book & 
White Elephant Sale. A raffle 
will be drawn at 4 p.m. Tickets 
will be sold at the Bazzar. 
Come and support your Hospital 
Auxilary 
"Symposium on Coping with 
Cancer". Presented by Kltlmat 
Unit, canadian Society. At: 
The Museum, City Center on: 
Oct. 26, 1977 (Wednesday) at 7 
p.m.. Free. All welcomed. 
St. Mathew's Anglican Church 
Christmas Bazzar. Sat. Nov. 26. 
et 2 p.m. 
7. Lodge Funera l  Notice 
Funeral Services for the late 
Lea Dakln age 77 will take place 
on Thursday October 20 at 10:00 
a.m. from the CAtholic Church 
In Terrace. Father Allison will 
be officiating. Burial will be in 
Municipal Cemetery. 
N~cKay's Funeral Services are 
In charge of arrangements. 
vices were held at Cedarvale 
Cedarvale. (p1.13) 
8. Card of Thanks 
I wish to thank all my friends 
and relatives for coming 
together at the time of my son's 
death. On August 9, 1977 ser- 
vices were held at Cedarvale 
August 11, 1977 special thank 
you to the Doctors and nurses 
who helped us. Mrs. Suffon, 
Cedarvale. (p1.13) 
14. Business Personal 
ABLE ELECTRICLTD 
Class A Electrical Contracting. 
Free Eslmates. Phone 635.587~ 
or 638.1231. (ctf) 
Golden Rule: Odd lobs for the 
Iobless. Phone 635.4535. 3238 
Kalum. (cff) 
ABLE ELECTRIC LTD. 
Refrlgeratlve Coqtractlng and 
household repairs. Phone 635- 
5876 or 638-1231. (df) 
For Sale: Gold nuggets at 10c, 
25c, 50c MIn. order $5.00. All 
orders C.O.D. Complete 
satisfaction or money refunded. 
Wm. W. Larkin, canyon View, 
Placer Mines, Rock Creek, B.C. 
(c.4-20) 
Webb Refrigeration 




Repairs to Refrigerators 
Freezers, Washers, Dryers, 
And Ranges 
[ctf) 
- II r i i  J 
33. For Sale . Misc. 
Bi l l  
For Sale: Royal Manual 
typewriter In good co~dltlon. 
Phone 635.6380. (c3.13) 
For Sale: Concrete double 
laundry tubs. C.W stands $20. 
Large tricycle $15. 4 gal. 
aquanon basement water. 
proofing $10. Phone 635.3745. 
(p0.13) 
For Sale: 
Brother Electric typewriter- 
portable very good condition. 
Phone 638-1639. (C- 
9;10,11,12,13,14,15,16, 
17,18,19,20( 
For Sale: G78-14'" belted snow 
fires just like brand new. Price 
S75. for set. Phone 638-1786. (c3- 
14) 
For Sale: Concrete forms for 
sale or ren~... 8x10" wooden 
beams, assorted lengths. Phone 
635.3745.. (p10.20) 
Do you have horses? Milk 
Cows? We have excellent 
alphalfe in the barn at $1 bale. 
Phone 846.5691 or 845-5598. (c2- 
14, c2-19, c2-4) 
GARAGE SALE: House hold 
articles, baby needs, furniture 
and a special of the day a Gem 
top. Sat. October 22 at 4730 
Park Ave. 10-5 p.m. (c2.14) 
36. For Hire 
PIANO TUNING: By ap. 
pointment only, reasonable 
RATES. Phone 635-4080 after 5 
p.m. (c4.19) 
37. Pets 
For ,Sale: One three year old 
gelding quarter horse Arabian 
cross. Very gentle reasonable 
price. Write Box 301, Kitwanga 
or phone 849.5328. (p1-12) 
Storage space available for 
campers, boats, vehicles, etc. 
Limited space left. Call 635-4328 
for quotes. (cff-m and th) 
41. Mach inery  for Sale 
19. Help Wanted 
For Sale: TD15C.1973 In. 
Royal Bank requires ex. ternatlonal Crawler, Blade, 
perlenced machine operator. Winch and RaPS Canopy 
Please apply In parson to Mel $40,000. Phone 633-2312. (p. 
Stokes at 464.0 Lakelse, Terrace. 10,11,12,13,14) 
• (c5-15)~* • 
Help Wanted: Dairy Queen 
requires help for day shift and 
night shift. Afoply at 4532 
Lakelse Ave. (c3.14) 
I I l l  
FORESTRY CLERK 
TERRACE 
$961 - $1,053 
For Provincial Ministry of 
Forests, to be responsible for 
aii accounting and recor- 
dkeeping in the District, in. 
cluding commitment control; 
to operate radio, take 
messages, act as receptionist, 
perform various typing duties, 
maintain files and stationery 
supplies, and do mapping 
work as necessary. 
Preferably, Secondary School 
Graduation and some training 
in accounting; a minimum of 
three years' related ex .  
perience; ability to type and 
operate a radio. = 
Isolation Allowance of $49.50 i
per month is paid. 
Canadian citizens are given ! 
preference. 
Obtain applications from 
the Government Agent, 4506 
Lakelse Avenue, Terrace V8G 
1P5 and return to the Public 
Service Commission, 1488 
PRINCE GEORGE V2L 4Y2 
by October 26, 1977. 









- Day to day coordination of 
office 
Correspondence 
. Arranging interviews and 
dealing with public 
EXPERIENCE: 
-Minimum Grade 12, 3.5 years 
secretar ia l  exper ience ,  
preferrably in a related field 
• Shorthand an asset 
. Accurate typing 
- Abil ity to work without 
supervision 
SALARY: 
. $900.00 per month with review 
at April 1st, 1978 
Send resume to Box 2904, 
Smithers, B.C. 847.4448 before 
November 4, 1977. 
(c3.14, c3.19) 
TAXI DRIVERS 
Full time, part time. Class 4 
Ilcence and police permit 
required. Contact manager, 
Terrace Taxi . 635.2242 (ctf) 
29. Musica l  Instruments 
Repossessed Yamaha Organ. 
$1645 or best offer. Phone 635- 
7207. (c4-14) 
For Sale: Justllke New. 1. 1974 
- 07 Swamp cat bulldozer with 
winch and blade and two sets of 
tracks (The swamp 36" wide 
pads and regular cat tracks) . 
3200 hrs. of light duty work since 
purchased. Price Is very 
reasonable. Write Box 4285, 
Whltehorse, Y.T. or telephone 
667-6~64 area code 403 after 6 
p.m. (p3-13) 
47. Homes for  Rent 
FOR RENT: Available Nov. 1 - 
Two bedroom duplex, no pets 
please. Apply BI-1885 
Queensway. (c2-14) 
48. Suites for Rent 
Suites for Rent: Fully fur- 
nlshed 1967 10x52 Squire. 2 
bedroom house trailer. Nice 
and clean, carpeted in 
Ilvlngroom. $160. per month. 
No animals. Phone 635.2402. 
(I)3.13) 
For Sale or Rent 
12 x 683 Bedroom Mobile Home 
fully furnished with washer and 
dryer. In town close to schools. 
Phone 630-1070. (C. 
?,I0,11,12,13,) 
3 bedroom row housing suites. 
Full basement, 1V2 baths, V= 
block from schools. 3 rain. walk 
from town. Suitable for 
temllles. $250 per month. 6 
months lease. Apply suite 118, 




3fflce No. 2 • 4603 Scoff. One, 
lwo and three b~room part- 
meats. Laundry & Storage 
area. Near schools and 
downtown. Clean, quiet, 





l i b  
CEDAR PLACE 
APARTMENTS 




New I, 2 and 3 beoroom suites 
tar rent. Frldge, stove, drepes, 
carpet, rec area, sauna and pool 
table, with security en 
terpohone and elevator. Ab. 
solutely no pets. 
I 
For Sale: 3 bedroom module 
;home. Full basement on 2 acres 
534,900. Phone 635.3469 or 679. 
3961 to.Sept. Oct) 
48. Suites for Rent 
IBm 
For Sale or Rent; 
3 Bedroom house Located near 
downtown. Available et month 
end. Phone 635.3748. (C.9.18) 
For Sale: Acreage In town. 
Family house, barn and out 
buildings. Offers consider 
renting with options to buy. 
Immediate occupancy. View at 
4213 Sparks. Phone 635.3620. 
(p8.19) 
HILLSIDE LODGE 
,1450 Little Avenue 
Sleeping rooms, housekeeping 
~nlte, centrally located. Fully 
rurnlshed. Reasonable rates by 
3ay or week. Non.drlnkere 
x11y. Phone 635.6611. (ctf) 
Olinton Manor 
Furnished or unfurnished studio 
)r 1 bedroom apartments. 
Security enterphone. Sauna. 
A~¢.dOA1 
FOR SALE 
3 bedroom home with cam- 
plated basement, suite carpeted 
throughout, Shaw fireplace 
plus many extras. Drive hy 4001 
Helllwell or phone 635.3944 after 
5 p.m. for details. Priced at  
$51,500. (Off) 
3 bedroom duplex for rent 
unfurnished. Available 
November 1. Call after 6 p.m. 
Phone 635-6719. (c5-17) 
49 Homes for Sale 
FOR SALE: Thornhlll duplex 
three bedroom full basement. 
Priced for quick sale, owner 
tranterred. Phone 635.3094. (c7- 
19) 
55. Property  for  Sale 
For Sale: 
80 acres exclusive rural 
property. 50 acres cleared and 
producing legume hay. 
Remainder In tlmberlend 
areas. Access by public 
road,year round creek; power 
and telephone avellable. 2,100 
FT. contour gives breathteklnD 
view of all mountain rangers. 
Located midway between 
Houston and Smlthers. Ex~- 
cellent for self.sustaining hobbl 
or riding ranch. $59,000 firm. 
Box 445 Telkwa,B.C. V0J 2X0 
(7-16) 
5.2 ecres of land In Woodland 
Park Subdlvldlon S14000.00 or" 
Bast Offer. Owner anxious to 
sell . Phone 638.1639 (C. 
9,10,11,12,13,14,15,16,17,18, 
19,20) 
$7. Automobi les  
1968 Datsun Station Wagon 
Recent $700.00 repairs. Nev 
transmission,good tires. Good 
transportelon. Asking $750.00. 
Phone 635.~1091. See at 4510 
Park Ave. (C- 
9,10,11,12,13,14,15) 
1974 Mazda, 4 door Station 
Wagon. Low mileage, excellent 
condition. $2400 firm. Phone 
638.1842 after 6 p.m. (stf) 
For Sale: 1969 Fargo Van - 
needs work. Best offer. Phone 
635-6650 or 635-7639. (c- 
10,11,12,13,14) 
1968 Plymouth Fury III. Heavy 
duty transmission and heavy 
duty alfinator. 1 owner. ~x- 
oellent condition. Phone 635- 
2645. (c-10,11,12,13,14) 
For Sale: 1973 GMC :/3 ton 4x4. 
Needs some work, call 635.5605 
after 5 p.m. (c.4.14) 
For Sale: 1969 LaSabre as I s~h 
635.7607. (c5-15) tw For Sole: 1967 Chrysler 
Yorker. 440 cu. in., P.S., P.B., 
New rebuilt motor. Phone 630. 
8472 after 3:00 p.m. (p4.14) 
For Sale: 1973 Ventura Sprint 
Hatchback 2 door 350 V8 4 speed 
standard, Many extras, good 
condition. Phone 635.3309. (p3- 
14) 
1970 International Travelall 4 
wheel drive. Heavy duty 3/4 ton 
suspentlon. What offers. Phone 
635-2315. (c3.14) 
For Sale: 1972 Chev. Impala 
Custom, 2 door hardtop 350 V0 
engine with P.S. and P.B~;:Car Is 
in good condlton. Askln~$2100. 
Phone 635-3741 (p5.16) 
For Sale: 1965 Chev Belalre V8 
automatic In good condition. 
Phone 635-3604 (p3-14) 
FOR SALE: 1969 Nova V8 307 4 
door. Good condition. Call 638- 
1076. Call after 3:30 (p1.13) 
57. Automobi les  
FOR SALE: 1974 Buick Can. 
fury 2dr. P.S., P.B. 350 meter, 2 
winter studded fires Included. 
Asking S3,000.00. Phone 635- 
4629. (c2.14) 
FOR SALE: 1 1972 ~ ton Ford 
4x4 with P.T.O. winch and 
canopy. Good condition. $2,995 
or best offer. Phone 635.3981 
after S p.m. (c5-17) 
FOR SALE: Fully loaded 1971 
Nova F.F. Super Sport, 2 
Classi~ Chevi Nomads - 55's. 
Phone 637.5603 or 635.2505. 
(c5-17) 
I 
~76 HONI)A CIVIC 
"HATCHBACK" 
Featuring: Low mileage, AM- 
F.M. dash stereo tape deck, 
radial tires, clock, roof rack, 
console, many other options. 
Get economy with good gas 
m i l M n m l  P I~nnA~UI . I~ IO a f te r  q 
58. Mob i le  Homes 
For Sale:  12x~ 3 bedroom 
Waller. Good condition. CAll 
• 15-5970 (c-5-14) 
Fur Sale: 12xSS, 1968 General 
Mobile Home. 3 bedrooms. 40 
gallons of hot water, propane or 
electric range, frldga, franklin 
fireplace end a new washer and 
dryer, in good condition. 
Asking $9,750. Phone 624.9091. 
(c4-14) 
I=or Sale: 1972 12x60 Statesmen, 
3 bedrooms trailer, with 
Wanklln flreplece, furnished or 
unfurnished.. Has 8x28 veranda 
with on 0x8 insulated entrance 
room on back door, 8x12 utility 
shed. Completely fenced for 
privacy, located In trailer court 
2 blocks from school, store and 
laundromat. Price reduced as 
owners being transferred. 
Interested. Parties call after 6 
p.m. 635-5803. (I)9-19) 
For Sale: 12)(68 Paramount 3 
bedroom mobile home. • Phone 
635.3755 (p5-16) 
I 
60. Tenders  
Sealed tenders, addressed to the 
undersigned and marked 
"Thornhlll Refuse Site Main- 
tenance" will be received until 
4:30 p.m. October 25, 1977. 
Specifications and contrac 
documents may be obtained on 
request from the Regional 
District of Kltlmat-Stlklne 
No.9.4644 Lezelle Avenue 
Terrace, B.C. 635.7251. 
The Iowes~t or any tender will 





'~l/hen an innovation is very 





The Regional District of 
Kitimat Stikine invites ten. 
ders for the snow plowing and 
sanding contract of the access 
road to the Kitsumkalum Ski 
Hill for the 1977.705ki season. 
The contract calls for clearing 
end sanding of approximately 
Jwo miles of access road and 
• parking areas as required by 
the ski hill manager. 
Tenders must state equipment 
available and hourly rates for 
such equipment with 
operators. The successful 
applicant must regard this 
cont¢act as a first priority. 
Tenders for this contract must 
be submitted to the following 
address before 4:00 p.m. 
November 4, 1977: 
Ski Hill Road Clearing 
Regional District of Kitimat 
Stikine 
No.9. 4444 Laze!le Avenue 
Terrace, B.C. 
lllII III I 
66. Rec. Vehicles 
For Sale: 8' Camper, 3 way 
fridge, stove, end heater good 
• condition. Phone 635-3755 (p5- 
16) 
68 Lega I 
NOTICE TO CREDITORS 
Estate of the deceased: 
TAMM,alexander, late of C-O 
Vancouver Police, Van., C-O 
Skeenavlew Hasp., Terrace end 
C-O Valleyview Hasp., 
Essondale, B.C. 
Creditors and others having 
claims against the said 
estate(s) arehereby required to 
send them duly verified to the 
PUBLIC TRUSTEE, 635 
Burrard Street~ Vancouver, 
B.C. V6C 2L7, before the 30fh of 
November, 1977 after which 
date the assets of thesaid 
estate(s) will he distributed, 
having regard only to claims 
that have been received. 
CLINTON W. FOOTE, 
PUBLICTRUSTEE 
I 
  --BeaeveJt argot/I 
"WANTED" 
AMBITIOUS BOYS OR GIRLS 
to do Oarrier mutes in 
THORNHILL 
Good expedHoe and earnings 
to the right persons. 
* DAWN ....... .. .
¢-  
I AI Expert stilt Walkers use u m i n u m  be able to travel as fast as a 
horse could trot. The foot- 
rests they used were often five 
or six feet above the ground. Sheets 
2r  x3 ' 
1= sh.  on . 3.75 
THE DALLY HERALD 
3212 Kalum St. Terrace 
Too much bench 
time slows you 
down. Get active. 
Get in shape and 
put yourself in 
the clear. 
PaRTIEIPaErlOlT~o 
AS l ow as  $200.00 you can buy a 14' wide 
J 
mobile home - furnished, set up and delivered. 
HURRY!  
Phone Mr. George - collect 434.9175 
FOR PRIVATE USE OR BUSINESS 
AUTOVEST 
Before you buy, Inveshga~ the advantages of this rent-to- 
own plan. All monies paid apply to purchase. Why tie up 
your cash or borrowing power. 1st and last months rent and 
drive away. 
EXAMPLES 
Based on 36 month lease 
78 F 250 pickup 
$148.00 per month 
lease end price 
$2,175.00 
or simpI]/ return 
78 Comero HT 
S139.00 per month 
lease end price 
$2,025.00 
or simply return 
78 Fiesta 3 dr. 
SW.O0 per month 
lease end price 
SI400.00 
or slmrl [ return 
78 Econeline Van 
$136.00 per month 
lease end price 
SI,975.00 
or simply return 
78 Zephyr Sedan 
$124.00 per month 
lease end price 
S1,825.00 
or simply return 
78 F!50 4 x 4 
$155.00 per month 
lease end price 
$2,275.00 
or simply return 
78 C 100 Chev pu 
$129.00 per month 
lease end price 
$1,875.00 
or simply return 
70 Dodge Van 
SI29.00 per month 
lease end price 
$1,875.00 
or simply return 
78 Olds Cutlass 
$139.00 per month 
lease end price 
$2,025.00 
or simply return 
FOR ;URTHER INFORMATION 
CALL  LARRY HAYES-R ICHARDS COLLECT 
987-7111 
BELMONT LEASING LTD. 
It60MARINE DRIVE 




0o you require extra 
storage spade spade? 
AVAILABLE IMMEDIATELY 
"K Heated premises 
"K Regularly patrolled 
"k: Oentrally IDeated 
Reasonable rates 
OALL 635-6357 
FOR FORTHER DETAILS 
MONDAY TO FRIDAY 
ask for BILL 
Ticker tape parade 
for victorious Yanks 
N•wHAL BOCK "YORK (AP) - -  New 
York Yankees were saluted 
with a_rinkeb tapeparade up 
lower Breadw'a~ Wednesda~r 
after an awesome power 
display by. slugger P, eggie 
Jackson clinched the World 
Series against Los Angeles 
Dodgers. 
Jackson became the first 
man iu  the history of 
baseball to hit three con- 
seeuflve hom.e runs in a 
single eer~ee . ~ame, 
smasning me trust p.tccn 
each swing to carry me bose 
team money conidbuy to its 
chamPions_.hip Tuesday 
night--~e first in 15 years 
for the YanKees. 
and was a virtual outcast in 
the dressing room for much 
of the season. 
TROUBLES BUBBLE . 
• It was a never.ending 
soap opera atmosphere that 
earned the Yankees the 
nickname Team Turmoil. At 
one point, Jackson slugged a
home run and ignored the 
traditional hand-shakes of 
his team-mates. Another 
time, manager Billy Matin 
pulled him out of a game tor 
not hustling and almost 
came to blows with the 
slugger in the dugout. 
The turmoil lasted until 
Au~unt when Martin " m- 
set'ted Jackson in the 
cleanup spot in the batting 
The only other man ever order. Jackson responded 
hit three homers in a by almost carrying the to 
s']ngle series game was Yankees singlehandedly to 
Babe Ruth, who set the the American League East 
record 51 years ago. But no_t rifle. 
even Ruth ever managed In the playoffs, Jackson 
the total of five series slumped andwas.benched 
homers which Jackson before the fifth and deciding 
socked to destroy the game. But he delivered a 
Dodgers four gem. os to two. clutch pinch single in the 
It was a mmmmous eighth inning as New York 
season in which the high: came from behind to win the 
priced stars assembled by pennant against Kansas 
Yankees owner George Cir. the World Series Steinbrenner often clash~l 
with each other and with the Jackson had one single in 
c lub's  management ,  the first two games which 
Jackson, signed b~. Stein- the Yankees and .Dodgers 
brenner for $2.9 million ~s spilt. He criticized Martin's 
the most expensive player in selection of .Catfish Hunter 
last winter's free agent to pitch the second game, 
auction, often was the andwas told to pay more 
centre of the Clubhouse con- attention to his own hitting. 
Iroversy. He apparently took the 
The slugger, a star with advise for the third game, 
three world championship driving in one run with ~i 
Oakland A's teams, did not single and scoring two 
feel accepted by the players others as New York won. 
FINDS HIS POWER 
And in' the fourth game, 
Jackson stopped hitting 
si'~e"°doubled'"" in his first 
swing, touching off a three- 
run rallyand then homered 
in a 5-3 Yankees victory. In 
the fifth game, the Dodgers 
dominated with a. 10-4 
victory but in his last two 
swings, Jackson singled, 
touching off a two-run 
Yankees rally, and then 
homered. 
Then came the sixth 
eame. and Jackson elec- 
 fled the Yankee Stadium 
crowd with his three long 
home runs. 
His first two homers were 
line drives into the lower 
stands in right field. The 
third was a-towering blast 
into the centre field 
bleachers--an area rarely 
reached in Yankee Stadium. 
Lost in the Jackson glory 
was pitcher Mike Torrez, 
who won two of the four 
series victories for the 
Yankees. Torrez is unsigned 
for 1978 and eligible for the 
Nov. 4 free agents' re-entry 
draft. 
Several players, including 
team captain Thurman 
Munson, have expressed the 
desire to leave the club. 
They include centre fielder 
Mickey Rivers, pitcher Ed 
Figuerea nd outfielder Roy 
White. Outfielder Paul 
Blair, whose 12th inning 
single won the first same of 
the Series, also is eligible to 











ALL LISTINGS SUBJEOT TO OHANGE WITHOUT N ITI 
Thursday,' October 20 6p.m. to midnigh t 
3  c,s 9 ,.o 4 ,c.v)'C'V 9 ,. ) ,c..) (NBC} (CBC) 
Newlywed FIInstones Emergency I Mister 
Fllnstones Emergency Rogers 
MaryTyler Emergency Electric 
Mnore EmergencY Company, 
Hourglass News , Zoom 
Houglass News Zoom 
Hourglass News Once upon 
Hourglass News • Classic 
Eight Is Funny Farm MacNeil. 
Enough Funny Farm Lehrer 
Eight Is Wonder Woman No Honesty 
Enough Wonder Woman No Honesty 
Carol Burnnet :grit' Movie 
Shoyv :grit' "Breif 
Carol Burnett Fish Encounter'" 
Show Fish Cent 
Roots Carter Cent 
Roots Country Cent 
Roots c'rv *Reports Movie 
Roots CTV Reports "'Astonished 
Roots Logens Run Heart" 
Roots Logans Run Cent 
Roots Logans Run Cent 
Roots Logans Run Cent 
The National CTV News Dick Cavort 
Night News Show 
Final Hour j Womantlme 









• Match Game PM 
~45 Match Game PM 
CHIPS 
CHIPS 
: CHIPS . 
q 11 ~ ~n from Atlantis 
'imp' 
V ~45 , Pat Morlta 
l t t  ::~ Rosett, and yan 
£ U :~ RosettiandRyan 
11:  News . News 
£ £ :~ i Tonight 
Swedes lead strong teams 
in world curling cup 
Ragnar Camp of Swdden of Vancouver, who including Larry McGrath of Show "Ksnsa Clty . Hunters" 
leads a strong field into the collaborated with Northcott Saskatoon, Bob Pickering of Tonight Bomber" 
inaugural World Open in winning national Milestone and Garnet ~ Show Raquel Welch Cant 
tournament of champions championships, will be Campbell of Avonlea, Sask. 
which begins here tod~y, leading rinlus of their own. Friday, 0dober 21 10a to 5p . Camp, accompanied by Patti-Gowsell of Calgary Tommy Reed of Ed- 
and Robb King of Ed- monton, twice an Alberta • • third, second and lead m •~ 
wthle elned Idn~,:~Yin:,~.~ mo~tc~-:~0iZi~r Canadian ~champi0n, will have Kevin . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  , . 
is one of several teams lead rinks into the com- back on his front end. ~ I ~( ~ Schools Show Company 
competing in the $50,000 petition, which began with a Prominent from Ontario is K~._ckout Mr.Mr" DressupDressup DefinitlonDefinitl°n WorthTW° Cents 
competition. 6a-rink draw and is four t ime prov inc ia l  s i ,~ 145 Knockout . 
champion Pal Savage of ~ ~.~nr~en's Yoqa " 
Ran Northcott of Calgary, scheduled to and Oct. 25. Toronto, while Don Twa of i :00 To Say Sesame Art 
three-time world champion, PICKERING ENTERED Yellowknife, twice rep- | :IS The least Street , Cart 
is one of the top par- Prominent entries also in- resentative ofthe Northwest :30 The Gong Show Sesame It's Your Mulligan 
Territories in the Canadian Street Move Stew 
championships, has a strong , . Hoolywood Bob Mclean Show Noon Electric All stars named r ink .  Squares Con, News Company . .  Days of Cont Movie Inatde.Out 
I I :45 Our Lives CBC News Matinee: __P~_k L_,~ok • The first draw pits Savage 
against the seasoned Vie "Columbo: Requiem & Listen 
ST. LOUIS (AP) -- Red • outfielder George Foster Wintoniak rink of Ed- , :0o cent I Dream 
Carew of Minnesota Twins and Philadelphia third monton, while John Trout of :is Cont of Jeannle for a Falling The Music Place :30 The Hollywood Star" Measure 
and Joe Morgan of Cin- baseman MikeSchmidt.The Edmonton, former national Cont Up 
cinnati Reds head the Sporting News tanms: schoolboy champion, meets a i :45 Dootors ~uares 
Twa. Another Ryan's Hope Another Bread and 
league baseball all-star American League ~ Edge of Night Another Making 
teams, picked by more than Rod Carsw, Minnosota, font 
400 players, lb; .Wil~i'e Randolph, ..l~ew Wi l l i s  :45 Cunt E, dge of N!ght World Mmlc 
The veteran Carew, a NewX°rl~' 2O;York,Uralg3b; ~emes, Cun l i f fe  al~ ) .00' "HardM°Vle: Take Thirty Alan Hamel Nlne's Rick :]s Take Thirty Show Journal 
seventime all-star second Burleson, Boston, as; Larry Ta i l  i .~o Driver" Celebrity Cooks Nan Hamel Speakout 
baseman on the weekly Hisle, Minnesota, of ; JLm I b  145 Jeff Brdloes" Celebrity Cooks Show Speakout 
publication's American Rice. Boston, of; Bobby &CompenyLtd. ~ League,team, was chosen a Bonds, California, of; Consulting i~ font The Young Chefs 5anford and Son Sesame 
first rime at first base. Carlton Fisk, Boston, c; Engineers -~ font The Young Chefs Sanford and Sort Street Cant Friday After The Gong Show Sesame 
Nolan Ryan, California, rh- MANAGER :45 Cent School The Gong Show ~;treet . 
Morgan was selected at p; Frank Tanana, Call- OFTHE - -  
second-base on the National fomia, lhp; Hal McRae, COMPANY'S L . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
League team a fifth time Kansas Ci[y, dh..  .TERRACE . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
m 
compared to a fourth time 
for Philadelphia Phillies National League BRANCH 
lefthanded pitcher Steve Steve Garvey, Los  
Carlton. Angeles, lb; Joe Morgan, FEATURING THIS WEEK 
Cincinnati, 2b; Mike Sch- 
California Angels left- midt, Philadelphia, 3b; 
header Frank Tanana and Kansas City Royals Garry Templeton, St. Louis, 
designated hitter Hal as; George Foster, Cin- 
McRae were the only repeat cinnati, of; Dave Parker, ,~.. 
Pittsburgh, of; Grog ~ 
choices on the American Luzieski, Philadelphia, of; 
League team. Ted Simmons, St. Louis, c; 
Rick Reusehel, Chicago, rh- 
p; Steve Carlton, 
Philadelphia, lhp. In additi0n to M0rgan, the T IDE $21179 repeaters in the National League were Cincinnati A ' , ' ' 
r i DIAL-_-TYPiST i Mr'l=rlchF'W'Muellerp" Eng. 
S. J. Cunliffe, P. Eng., President 
638- , -  ' ~A'. E~'lch F. W. AhJeller, P. Eng. to me 
position of Mamger of the ComiC. y's 
i ~ ~nO0 ~:U:or~: ~ ~: :~ '  i '  fr°mfl~ U~i'siW°f~¢10rlo tad d ~tho Cor~ny sHead Ofice m1961E~glneor 'and is f~r,aforR g steredtvl~t,elghtSaskat¢~wVaahasPr°fessI°nalbeenyears.at-in ' 5 I b 
i tA'. Nt~ler's substantial experience in • 
i If you do, do#t be blue 
avll, Nkmldpal nd Deve4opment work, 
tooelhor with his oo n~ele familiarity 
'i" We are here to help you .~owon't youNgj b,too bigp[ease g Jv ° r  too smallus a calil l k~.  ,~:~ ~.~-   ' " ~  "" ~th the Company s Head ~ f l c e ,  o.e sorvless ~ered to the .y's'ati°nSce~.o,manyle Coelaae Ud. have mint inect ono~lC T rac dients  ~''f0rWllls,l t~eensureNORTH~:RNlastcu.ttffe,the14 y ars.e°ntiauati°~'ralt~ttlsh&   " 60RDON' & ANDERSON 
For all your typing requirements '~ ,~ 'P  i . r . - - . ,~ . -~-~ LTD - 
We have our own modern ~ englneorlng for Civil, Structural, Nuntdpa,, Envi~mmtalmd Plamir~ LAZELLE  AVE, 
~ equipment ~ ~ and Development prolects with technical nd staff backup frown the i 
k R '~S0H~AB~ ~ ' s ~  ~ ~  J ~c10rla Head Office as requirod, The Terrace loc tion provid s a local outl t for servlcas fo 1he Skema nd Ki f lmof  "~Y Store Hours: Tues, to Sat, 9 a,m, to p.m, Fnday 9 a,nl. to 9 p,m, Vatlles md ~Delhor wlth the O~mpany's 
I~'lm:e George office, 10 the entire " Northorn trms PmvlncMl route. 
;i/ 
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Hagar the Horrible by Dik Browne 
i i II 
I 
Catfish by Rog Bollen 
m I " ' ' ~  THEy/RE - 
I IC )IOUA RIlD  1 I / I ATH'  r / ! 
[ ": ©!?~2_v_".u'~.v.~",s,"~ ,,u ~ I 
~'~,. ~*.~.~ . . . . . . . .  I u , I~_ ,~ 
Doonesbury 
=FOR IN57"ANC~, ll/,//AT~ 
DO YOM .~}PPOSE THE 
AVEJg4~6 MNEBAE.I~R 
/x/O~P DO I f  HE SU~N~X 
~ISCOVF-RF~ THAT THE B~ 
RU, t#VIH~ BAEK 04.~IN~ 
THE/.liVE g/A~; A i " ~ 
by Garry Trudeau 
TgX To T~Y TO 
CA/J4/F.R HER DO'IN. " 
DOWN? 
"GUIDE 7"0 ~OIqEIV 
IH ATHLETIC,5- 
PART s~ -- 5Ek'15/4 
AND CONTACT 
5PORT.6. " i~  
"FACT: AbTHO#$H T/'/gRE 
gggN 50/~ LIMI~D 
Af~f-P~A~, /qOST M~V 
ARg PAINF///.~V PATR~/V/Z/H~ 
IO~AP,~ NOMgN ~ TRY 
TO PART/C/PATE. ~IV ~,  , 
~~COff[ACT SPORTg."... 
•q 
The Amazing Spi( er-man 
By Stan Lee and John Romita 
wE Coffr/~vuE WW/4 SP/PER.MAN'.5 o~/~l/V... 
~.J~V~OTTA ~ "~THE:Y PAY M~ A "" 
TH~ OR/~,IIVA,'. J~/JN~LE FOR I:~OIN~ 
HARD-LUCK,KIC~,~/~Y WALL-CRAWLIN(~. ACT 
~m=,~ ~ ON TV-- ANP "r CAN'T 
~ / ~  ~ IT~--~/~AI~E OLJT TO 
'~ W~TH ~Y NEW SU, OE-~ . .I?C~V'ER, 
~ULO HAVE ,.TUgT TAIl'S-It/THE1 
~ONeY/  I t 'S  e/~HTF:LILLY/14~/NE.~ 
by Brant Parker and Johnny Hart The Wizard of Id 
by Addison Boner's Ark 
I ~,.,,BONeR . ~"O"'v,, ~0 YOU ~" - "7  '~"'[~t~' '"  
~ ~ • 
What is Nutrition Week? 
Nutrition Week, Oct. 17-23, is a wovince wide program 
sponsored ny the B.C. Nutrition Council which is composed 
of nutritienists, dietitians, and home economists, who are 
promoting optimal nutritional health. The aim is to en- 
courage the residents ofthis province to examine their diets 
in relation to living a healthy lifestyle. 
I've been dieting for 10years, on sad df every diet I could 
find and I'm still fat- as well as frustrated, iscouraged and 
depressed. I hat to give up, but what can I do next? 
You can waste alot of time, energy and hope on diets that 
just don't work. For example many fad diets will help you 
lose 5.to 10 ~.und.s fast, b.u..tlitfl.e ofthis.is fat loss, and you 
gain me wlegnt pack wimm me manta. 
Food habits,established arly in life are very hard to 
chane and most people have trouble unless they take part in 
a program such as Weight Watchers which has a good diet 
follow, and a plan for chang:m~ food habits. (Weight 
watchers would be better yet if it included a personalized 
exercise program(. 
! am allergic to milk and I was wondering whir was in 
"creamed honey." 
There are no "additives in creamed honey. Creamed 
honey is a fine grained product which has been innocniated 
with crystallized honey. This process prevents any further 
cry staliza.t!on, from occuring thus retaining the creamy; 
mxmre ot me honey. • . . . .  ' : .  
My neigbour gave a lovely barbecue, hummer, and 
everyone whoate the potato salad got sick. How can this be 
avoided in future? 
The danger of food poisiuning is always with us and the * 
warm weather increases the hazards. The bacteria which 
cause food poisoning are everywhere countertops, kitchen 
towels, hands and hair. These bacteria must not be given a 
chance to grow and to avoid problems remember todo the 
following: 
Do not refreeze foods which ave been thawed. 
Refrigerate poultry and stuffing separately. 
Prepared foods which contain eggs, milk, meat, mayon- 
paise or gravy should be refrigerated. This includes potato 
salad. 
Remember to be especially careful on picnics. Carry 
• prepared foods, such as potato salad and cold meats, in a 
cooler and not in the hot runk of your car. 
My child hates so many vegatables .: creamed corn, 
earrota, broccoli, squash.praeatically  vegetables we eat. 
Should I resort o force feeding? 
So many children dislike cookOl vegetables, itseems to 
make sense nutritionally-and as a time saver- to serve raw 
foods. (And they'll ike it even better if they Can help 
prepare the foods.) Many small children will eat 
vegetables raw when ey have refused to eat them cocked. 
Offer raw vegetables not only at meals but for a snack- 
..and give children a choice;offer more than one kind. Try 
mese nutritions vegetable dips. 
I cup plain yogurt 
½ package dry onion soup mix 
Blend ingredien~ together. Refrigerate 1hour 'for best 
flavour-Or 
lc up plain yogurt 
3 tbsp. mayonnaise 
2 ½ tbsp. sect pickle relish ' 
Blen ingredients together. 
cut raw vegetables into bite size pieces for easy dipping. 
Besides carrots and celery;'some r vegetables to try are 
turnip, potato, broccoli, green pepper and squash. 
Sever member of my family have allergies and I'm 
havelng trouble finding information on how to live more 
eonfortably with our various allergies. 
A good,place to write is 
Allergy Information Association 
Room 7,25 Poynetr Dr. 
Weston, Ontario 
M9R 1L1 
Should I leave my baby's bottle out of the refrigerator to
warm at room temperature? 
No. The bottlemshould be heated in a saucepan with 
water or in an electric bottle warmer. Bottles hould not be 
left out of the refrigerator towarm up at room temperature 
because this provides an opportunity for bacteria to grow. 
Are cooked carrots bettor for you than raw ones? 
Yes and no. Raw carrots eartainly provide roughage 
which is good for the teeth, gums and elimination. On the 
other hand, cocked carrots provide more Vitamin A 
because carotene which turns into Vitamin A becomes more 
available with cooking. In other words, enjoy them both 
ways. 
ACROSS 
1. When buying breads and 
cereals, you should check 
the label to see if they are- 
3. Canada's Food Guide 
recommends two servings 
of-a day. 
6. More than one-half of 
Canadian adults are 
7. A measure ot tile energy 
value of a food 
8. A food rich in iron 
11. 
When buying afood product, 
you skould read the list of 
13. The most expensive and 
highest grade of • canned 
fruits and vegtables 
14. A very impostant meal of 
the day which is often 
skipped 
18. Can vita'minpills replace 
a balanced iet? 
19. A constiuent often absent 
in Canadian diets which aids 
in digestion. 
10.-fats are of plant origin 
rather than animal. 
DOWN 
1. A popular breakfast food 
very high in protein 
2. Professsionais concerned 
with nutrition 
4. A mineral often lacking in 
diets in women 
5-women require more 
nutrients than non-women 
6. A fruit high in Viamin C 
9 
Popular low- reducing diets 
are not nutritionally sound. 
10. A metric unit of weight 
equal to slightly more than 
two pounds. 
12. A food used to sweeten 
.beverages which supplies 
nothing but calories. 
15. An important part of our 
diest with supphes energy 
for our bodies. 
16. Canada's Food Guide 
• recommends-servings el 
yellow and green vegetable 
a day. 
17. Teen-ages should have 
four glasses a day of this. 
ANSWER 
ACROSS DOWN 
1. Enriched 1. Egg 
3. Fruit 2. Dietitian 
6. Obese 4. Iron 
7. Calorie 5. Pregnant 
8. Liver 6. Orange 
11. Ingredients 9. Carbohydrate 
13. Fancy 10. Kilogram 
14. Breakfast 12. Sugar 
18. No , 15. Fat 
19. Fibre 16. Two 
20. Polunsaturated 17. Milk 
Since my son started junior high he misses breakfast 
three of four time~ aweek. Is this u all right for him? If not 
w~at can I do? 
Teachers can spot the breakfast skippers in the 
classroom. They become dull in the middle of the morning. 
And often cranky by 11:00. 
Try tempting your teenager witht his speedy nourishing 
blender breakfast. 
Supershake 
3 tbsp. frozen orange juice concentrate 
one-third cup nonfat milk solids 
¥4 cup wheat germ 
I egg 
½ cud fluid skim milk. 
Produced by the Nurtition Division 
B.C. Ministry of Health. 
" " 9 Fox abusing secrecy provisions. 
from page 1 
in at the left-wing news 
agency Agence de Presse 
Libre du Quebec, Fox is 
current ly withholdinE 
documents for national se- 
curity reasons. 
The Alber[a inquiry into 
alleged improper behavior 
by police investigating the 
Royal American Shows 
carnival revealed the 
existence of a secret 
agreement between the 
RCMP and the department 
of national revenue. 
The agreement, made 
public by the inquiry, 
permits RCMP to act as tax 
investigators and permits 
the tax department togive 
police tax information that 
otherwise would remain 
confidential. 
Fox said he was just doing 
his duty to protect national 
security under a mandate 
given by Parliament. 
MADE PROMISE  
He promised Marcel 
Lambert (PC--Edmonton 
West) that the RCMP-tax 
agreement would be tabled 
in the Commons. The 
agreement was distributed 
to the media several weeks 
ago. 
Elmer McKay (PC-- 
Central Nova) urged Justice 
Minister Ron Basford to. 
reveal the outcome of talks 
with provincial attorneys- 
general on "excessive use of 
ibis regressive section" of 
the Federal Courts Act.. 
The minister said 
revisions to the act are 
being considered but he was 
not specific. • 
Stu Leggatt (NDP--New 
Westminster) protested that 
provinc ia l  a t to rneys  
general were not told about 
the RCMPtax agreement. 
Leggatt als0 said the Fox 
explanation that the 
agreement was meant for 
fighting organized crime did 
not stand up in the Alberta 
case because at no time 
during the inquiry was 
Royal American Shows 
labelled part of organized 
crime. 
In reply, Fox accused 
Leggatt of "prejudging the 
results of the inquiry." 
Both inquiries are still 
underway. 
Investigate MP bugging' 
[rom page I
Mr. Justice David Mc- 
Donald of Alberta Supreme 
Court. 
. Last monththe Vancouver 
Sun quoted unidentified 
RCMP sources as saying 
that a catalogue of reports 
on the personal lives of up to 
90 MPs were kept during the 
mid-1960s inthe office of the 
RCMP commissioner. 
It said the catalogue was 
often referred to after an 
MP madepgblic statements 
about the force or contacted 
the RCMP about a com- 
plaint. 
A month earlier, the 
Toronto Globe and Mail, 
reported that a file on NDP 
Leader Ed Broadbent had 
been compiled and was seen 
in the office of Col. Robin 
Bourne. Bourne is head of 
the solicitor-general's police 
and security planning and 
~nalysis branch. : 
Later reports alleged that 
cabinet ministers and other 
MPs hay@ been buggedby 
police. 
Won't save dollar 
By GLEN SOMERVILLE 
OTTAWA (CP) -- Finance 
Minister Jean • Chretien 
repeated Wednesday that 
federal authorities are not 
intervening in  foreign ex- 
change markets to stabilize 
the Canadian dollar's value. 
Answering questions in 
the Commons, the finance 
minister said no specific 
instructions have been given 
Gerald Bouey, Bank of 
Canada governor, about 
trying to slow the dollar's 
slide. The minister said it is 
well known that the central 
bank intervenes to smooth 
out market operations. 
The dollar was trading 
Wednesday at around 90.6 
U.S. cents.. Earlier this 
week, it slipped to below 90 
U.S. cents briefly after 
Chretien said the govern- 
ment would not intervene. 
Sinclair Stevens, 
Progressive Conservative 
finance critic, noted that 
official statistics show the 
Bank of Canada has drawn 
down its U.S. dollar re- 
serves by about 27 per cent 
this year. 
The central bank is able to 
buy Canadian dollars to take 
• any surplus off the markets 
and support their value. 
t 
